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Faculty say teaching courseloads too heavy 
Kiran Krishnamurthy & 
Betsy Overkamp 
staffwriters 
JMU faculty say they are 
overworked. 
With an average of 12 leaching hours 
and additional service time expected of 
them each semester, many faculty 
think they don't have enough time for 
teaching and the research. 
"Uniformly across the campus, 
there's an expectation that faculty will 
be active in scholarly activity and 
service as well as doing an exemplary 
job in teaching," said Robert Scott, 
acting vice president of academic 
affairs. 
But many JMU faculty say 
realistically they don't have enough 
time to meet all the university's 
expectations. 
Dr. Clarence Geier, speaker of the 
faculty senate, said, "If you just take 
the standard rule of thumb, which 
includes an idea of teaching four 
courses plus expectations of doing 
some sort of scholarly research along 
with productive involvement and 
professional service to the university 
and community, and put them 
together, that is a fairly heavy 
workload." 
JMU's full-time — and many of its 
part-time — faculty are "generally 
expected to carry a 12-hour course load 
or its equivalent," said Dr. Richard 
Whitman, dean of the College of Fine 
Arts and Communication. 
But the American Association of 
University Professors' policy statement 
on faculty workloads recommends a 
maximum course load of 12 hours for 
undergraduate faculty. They also 
recommend faculty should not be 
required to prepare more than three 
separate courses during a 16-week 
semester. 
Iris Molotsky, a spokesperson for 
the AAUP, said this policy statement 
is the "considered opinion of our 
members. This is the course load that 
is recommended for a high level of 
teaching and scholarship," she said. 
Dr. David Jeffrey, head of the 
English department, said English 
faculty members normally teach three 
to four different courses each semester 
and must put together separate 
preparations for each class. 
"It's very heavy," Jeffrey said. 
"Particularly for people teaching 
graduate courses. When I was at 
Auburn [University], I taught six 
graduate hours each semester." 
The Phi Beta Kappa rejection 
Phi Beta Kappa's recent denial of a 
JMU chapter of the national honor 
society has brought to light problems 
JMU faculty have been concerned 
about for some time now. 
But according to Scott, concerns of 
heavy faculty workloads and lack of 
available research time are not likely to 
be solved anytime soon. 
Scott said, "Phi Beta Kappa did not 
point out anything to us that we didn't 
already know." 
Phi Beta Kappa told Dr. Kay 
Knickrehm, the faculty member who 
led JMU's bid to get a chapter, "The 
heavy teaching load interfered with 
time spent on research," she said. 
Scott, however, said, he thinks 
there's a "real balance" between 
research and teaching. 
Faculty feelings 
But many faculty on campus do not 
agree with Scott's assessment 
Jeffrey said there's "no question 
about it" — there's not enough time 
for research. 
Dr. Steven Guerrier, assistant 
professor of history, said, "Most of us 
get into this business because we like 
to do both [teaching and research.] I 
know I certainly wish I had more time 
to finish up some of the projects I've 
got underway. 
"I've been at other schools where it 
still was a strain, but you could 
manage to get it all done," he said. 
"And I suppose you still can here." 
The lack of time spent on research 
directly affects a faculty member's 
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Campus support 
helps fund surgery 
lanRecwi , _ 
assistant news editor 
JMU student Angela Juslis' mother will be able 
to undergo a bone marrow transplant operation 
Tuesday in part due to JMU fund-raising efforts. 
About $21,000 was raised for the operation as 
of Friday, according to Rene Giese, who helped 
coordinate JMU fund-raising efforts. Giese expects 
more money to come in this week. "We should 
have a much better idea of the total raised when 
the mail comes in Monday," Giese said Sunday. 
Justis found out Friday that the M.D. Anderson 
Cancer Treatment Center in Houston has agreed to 
accept $50,000 Tuesday — a portion of the 
$130,000 cost of the operation — as a down 
payment. The hospital also requested the Justis 
family make a $45,000 payment a week after the 
operation. 
"She's really scared," Angela said of her mother. 
"The money is not worrying her anymore — it's 
the surgery itself." 
JUSTIS page 2 
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Matt Bresette takes a swing at a beat-up car Thursday during "Smash-For-Life," one of many 
campus fund-raising events to pay for cancer surgery for student Angela Justis' mother. 
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ability to teach — and the quality of education 
students receive. 
The value of research is twofold," Geicr said. "By 
doing some research, that in itself provides an 
environment to get students active in doing practical 
things in a larger discipline. Some of the research 
faculty members can do can actually provide an 
opportunity for students to do research within their 
discipline and not just read about it. 
The other value is that by doing research you keep 
current to a certain extent, in a way that you're not 
just reading, but you're also understanding by trying 
to apply it to your work," Gcier said. 
"By remaining active, you bring to your teaching 
skills a very positive and powerful dimension that 
would otherwise be lacking," he said. 
Jeffrey said. The standard argument is faculty 
members researching arc more current in their field 
and, consequently, arc better teachers." 
"If you can't do research and haven't been able to in 
25 years, you're giving your students outdated 
information," Jeffrey said. 
Dr. John Crydcr, professor of music, said, "No 
discipline is static. What could be worse than 
teaching a lesson plan now that was prepared in 
1955?" 
Educational leaves: not a solution 
Scott said faculty members are allowed time to 
research and keep up with changes in their fields. 
Faculty members are eligible for a teaching release, 
enabling them to work on university-approved 
research and other projects, he said. 
But these leaves take faculty members away from 
teaching altogether and don't help faculty who simply 
need time to stay current in their fields. 
Dr. Michael Galgano, head of the history 
department, said fac jlly are eligible to apply for such 
educational leaves ence every six years. These leaves 
involve no teaching and are for faculty who arc trying 
to do some other things — such as research." 
Scott said releases could be given for specific 
activities such as heading up a project for the 
university or developing an interdisciplinary course 
for the Madison Institute for interdisciplinary studies. 
Even the educational leaves can be hard to get. 
Scott added, "As a general practice, that kind of time 
is not generally available." 
Overworked faculty  and students 
Despite the heavy burden placed on  faculty 
Breakdown 
Faculty statistics at a glance 
fe- Average salary 
^  professor $50,300 
associate professor $42,900 
assistant professor $36,900 
instructor $27,900 
C89-'90 stats—Academe March- April 1990) 
^ Student/Faculty ratio  ig.<$ to 1 
(university average) (1989-90) 
^ Number of faculty 
1989 Full time: 471 
Part time: 84 FTE 
1990 projections Full time: 474 
Part time: 87 FTE 
FTE=futl-time equivalency 
^ Average number of hours 
taught by university faculty 
member* 12 hours 
^ Total number of credit hours taught 
^ by part-time faculty In 1989 
•1.034 
• or 344.6 three-credit hour classes 
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members, Guerrier said ultimately, it's die students 
who suffer. 
"What it means is that devices for evaluating 
students get compromised," Guerrier said. "Some 
people who have been giving subjective exams arc 
moving toward almost totally objective exams. I 
think that's unfortunate." 
"Certainly in terms of just getting to know the 
students, we have mare to deal with," he said. "And if 
you have more outside obligations you aren't around 
and available." 
Overworked faculty and grants 
Galgano also said the lack of JMU faculty 
participation in the application process for the 
National Endowment for the Humanities summer 
research stipend program indicates the university 
workload allows little lime for outside scholarly 
activity. 
"Most colleges and universities have to form 
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Heavy reliance on 
part-time teachers 
concerns faculty 
JMU's growing reliance on part-time faculty 
also has full-time faculty members concerned. 
Dr. Robert Scott, acting vice president of 
academic affairs, said JMU has had a large number 
of part-time faculty for quite some time. 
"It's not unusual to utilize part-time faculty," he 
said. "The problem is where you become fairly 
dependent on part-time [faculty]." 
Scott said part-time faculty are "very loyal and 
devoted to the university," but, because of their 
part-time status, they are not able to take on some 
of the administrative or service duties left to 
full-time faculty. 
Dr. Steven Guerrier, assistant professor of 
history, said those obligations are time 
consuming and sometimes interfere with research 
for full-time faculty. 
"I know people [are] working on something, but 
it just lakes longer because of all the other 
burdens," he said. "The service obligations the 
faculty are expected to undertake consume a fair 
amount of time as well — committees, 
commissions, things of that sort" 
The March 1990 issue of the JMU Office of 
Planning and Analysis Research Notes said there 
were 161 part-time faculty teaching in fall 1989. 
For that same time period, the university reported 
471 total faculty. 
The English department was the primary user of 
part-time faculty in 1989. For the fall. 55 sections 
of English 101 and 102 were taught by part-time 
faculty. Each section had an average of 20 
students. 
In the math department, part-time faculty taught 
introductory courses — Math 155, functions and 
probabilities, and Math 20S, introductory 
calculus. 
The College of Letters and Sciences — the 
college Phi Beta Kappa was especially concerned 
with — utilized 45 percent of the total part-time 
faculty that taught on the JMU campus. 
Budgetary constraints are likely to prohibit JMU 
from hiring any more full-time faculty, but a 
study on the problem recently was completed and 
is now under review, Scott said. 
—Kiran Krishnamurthy & Betsy Overkamp 
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Justis also said her mother is 
impressed with JMU's response to 
fund-raising efforts. "She is just so 
impressed with everything the students 
have done. We are all impressed with 
howeverybody has rallied together." 
Correction 
Justis said her sister also is raising 
funds on the Virginia Tech campus. 
Giese and Justis said they have not 
been contacted by a corporate donor. A 
few large companies were rumored to 
have offered to match the JMU 
fund-raising total. 
"Meet the Dukes" an autograph 
session with members of the JMUs 
women's basketball team, is 
scheduled for Sunday, Oct. 28, not 
Oct. 21 as the Oct. 18 issue of The 
Breeze indicated. 
Delta Sigma Theta was 
inadvertantly left out of the list of 
participants in the Homecoming 
Stepshow, in the Oct. 8 issue of 
The Breeze. 
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Congress battles over budget 
Comparing the House 
and Senate proposals 
Sharon Shaw Johnson 
USATodayl 
Apple CollegeInfbrmalionNetwork 
WASHINGTON — Votes to 
boost taxes on everything from 
sailboats to six-packs may have 
snared the most attention in 
Congress this budget season. 
But both House and Senate 
budget plans indicate the bulk of 
1991 deficit-cutting will come 
from spending cuts and fee hikes, 
not tax increases. 
The Senate five-year plan, which 
President Bush favors, calls for 
just 28 percent of deficit cuts from 
tax hikes, but the House plan calls 
for 30 percent, according to the 
Congressional Budget Office. 
"There are spending cuts planned 
that will very much affect people's 
lives," said Paul Leonard, of the 
private Center on Budget and 
Policy Priorities. 
Taxpayers will have to pay more 
even if they want to gripe to 
Congress about paying more: 
plans now call for extending a 
phone excise tax to pay for a 
national child care program, and 
the post office said its budget 
burden likely will mean an extra 
increase in the cost of stamps. 
Final details will be worked out 
in House-Senate conferences and, 
presumably, with the White 
House. But all three factions agree 
on most non-tax provisions for 
paring the deficit. Here's what to 
expect: 
• Education: Under the House 
plan, .students at 330 colleges 
where the loan default rale is 
above 35 percent would be 
ineligible for federally subsidized 
Stafford loans, the most popular 
student-aid program. Almost all 
affected are for-profit schools that 
train students for specific jobs 
such as secretarial work. 
And the plan also would 
inconvenience students, say 
financial aid experts: the bill 
would delay the loans 30 days to 
first-time borrowers, to weed out 
students who take the cash then 
drop out. So most schools will 
have to "carry a lot of students on 
credit for a month," said Ron 
Shunk of Gettysburg (Pa.) 
College. 
• Health care: House and 
Senate panels, unwilling to make 
deeper cuts into the pockets of 
well-organized and vocal senior 
citizens, called for Medicare 
recipients to pay $17.2 billion 
more over five years — but for 
doctors and hospitals to get paid 
$33.08 billion less for caring for 
those patients. 
"We arc concerned patients will 
suffer, either through having 
access to care or quality of care 
impaired," said Paul Reddick of 
the American Hospital 
Association. 
Medicare reimbursements have 




The U.S. government delayed 
another shutdown Friday — but JMU 
professors say the House and the 
Senate will have to stop bickering 
soon and continue with the budget-cut 
process. 
On Friday, the House of 
Representatives approved a stopgap 
spending bill that will keep the 
government running though 
Wednesday, when a resolution between 
the budget plans proposed in the House 
and Senate must be reached or the 
government will shut down. 
The House and Senate both have 
devised plans to reduce the $230 
billion budget deficit, but the 
differences between the two must be 
resolved before a plan can go into 
effect. And the struggle between the 
House and Senate has produced a 
partisan tug-of-war concerning tax 
increases and cuts in benefit programs 
as parts of a plan to save $500 billion 
over the next five years. 
The stopgap bill came only days 
after President George Bush vowed not 
to sign another extension allowing the 
legislators more time to arrive at a 
compromise. Bush agreed to sign this 
short-term extension only if the 
lawmakers seemed to be making* 
progress on a final budget proposal. 
"It is essentially a bargaining 
position at this point, and obviously 
they are both going to have to give," 
said Dr. Devin Bent, professor of 
political science. "We have to make 
decisions about what's essential and 
what's not essential." 
Bent said many of the cuts that will 
make up part of the budget proposal 
probably will be made from areas like 
the National Parks and weapon system 
development 
"Department by department, they 
have to look for what's essential," Bent 
said. 
But because of the extension and the 
differing views presented in the houses 
of Congress, "there can be another 
week's worth of bickering," said Dr. 
Robert Horn, professor of economics. 
Horn said the public and lawmakers 
agree cuts in spending should be made, 
but individuals disagree on where the 
cuts should be made. Those involved 
in programs subject to budget cuts feel 
their program is vital and would suffer 
CHWS WWS/IHE BREEZE 
Dr. Devin Bent 
greatly from spending reductions. 
Although reductions must take place, 
Horn sees the goal of saving $500 
billion as "too optimistic" because of 
the current economic recession. 
Bent agrees with Horn's opinion. 
"Our budget process doesn't work that 
PROPOSALS page 8 
Physics Dept.'s small size is its top benefit 
JoeKomfc  
steffwriter 
Students aren't exactly standing in line outside 
Miller Hall to become JMU physics majors these 
days — but students in the program say the 
department's small size is its biggest benefit 
The physics department, one of the smallest 
academic departments on campus, only graduates five 
to nine students a year. 
"It demands an incredible amount of time and 
commitment on the students' part, as well as a great 
deal of work," said Dr. H. Kent Moore, acting head of 
the physics department. 
There are only about 45 physics majors registered at 
JMU, but that number may decrease, he said. 
"Physics is a major which is usually transferred out 
of and hardly ever transferred into," Moore said. 
And Moore said JMU isn't the only university with 
a small physics department — most of the other state 
universities find themselves in a similar situation. 
Still, "physics is a discipline which has a place in 
our society, despite the small numbers, it still should 
be offered," Moore said. 
"I think we can justify our existence as well as any 
other department," he said. "A university shouldn't 
decide if a department should be dropped or kept 
simply by the number of students registered in the 
department" 
JMU can support the department financially because 
the number of faculty in the department is less than 
the other  departments,  Moore said.   And  the 
PHYSICS page 5 
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WASHINGTON — Despite rumors of war and 
hopes for peace, one thing is certain: With 200,000 
U.S. troops arrayed across the Saudi desert and the 
Persian Gulf, the U.S. role in the Middle East will 
never be the same. 
"With or without war, nothing will return to whal 
it was," a worried King Hussein of Jordan said last 
week. His words echoed Gen. H. Norman 
Schwarzkopf, Operation Desert Shield commander, 
who recently said, "the American policy with regard 
to the Middle East, as a result of this deployment, is 
fundamentally changed and will be forevcrmore 
changed." 
In less than 80 days, U.S. and Arab policies have 
undergone radical shifts. 
"The Arab countries have broken through a barrier 
that affected their dealings with the U.S. because of 
our perceived role as a protector of Israel," said Robert 
Neumann, former ambassador to Saudi Arabia, 
Afghanistan and Morocco. 
Within the Arab world, Jordan's pro-Iraq leanings 
plus Syria's closer cuddling with the United States 
and the Saudis are sharply etched examples of the 
region's changing power dynamic. 
"There are winners and perceived losers," said Joyce 
Starr, whose new book, "Kissing Through Glass," 
examines the U.S.-Isracli relationship. Syria is a big 
winner, she said, and Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan and 
Israel losers. 
"Israel's the big loser," she said. "They thought we 
would decimate Saddam Hussein and wc didn't. And 
now it looks like there's going to be an appeasement. 
That leaves Israel with a great deal of fear." 
The new U.S. ties to Arab countries have profound 
implications for America's "special" relationship with 
Israel. 
"With the Cold War ended and the Soviet threat to 
the region evaporated, Israel is no longer seen as our 
bulwark for freedom in the region," said William 
"With or without war, 




Quandt, senior Middle East expert in the National 
Security Council during the Nixon and Carter 
administrations. 
Recent developments illustrate how U.S. policy has 
changed: 
• For the first time, after the killings of at least 19 
protesting Palestinians in Jerusalem, the United 
States joined an international protest at the United 
Nations against-Israel. 
That shows that "Israel has become a strategic 
burden," Neumann said. 
However, Starr said the action will hurt efforts to 
settle the question of Israeli treatment of Palestinians. 
"The stalemate between us will turn to frozen ice," 
she said. "We need to do something about the 
Palestinians, but this just sabotages our chances." 
• Syria has at times been a U.S. enemy or at best 
a tenuous ally because of its ties to international 
terrorism. Now Syria is a firm friend. This month, 
the United States averted its official eyes as President 
Hafez Assad's soldiers stormed Beirut, forcing 
Christian leader Michel Aoun to flee to the French 
Embassy. 
"What we are doing," said Quandt, "is tacitly 
accepting Syrian dominance in Lebanon." 
• Egypt, under President Hosni Mubarak, has 
proved a valuable diplomatic and military ally in the 
U.S.-led effort to oppose Iraq. In return. President 
Bush wants to forgive Egypt's huge $6.7 billion debt 
That is causing trouble among Israel's allies in 
Congress. 
A vote on forgiving Egypt's loans, perhaps after 
the Nov. 6 elections, may test support for Israel in 
Congress. Meanwhile, items are being tucked away 
by House and Senate supporters of Israel to balance 
the new benefits to Egypt 
These include establishment of a $180 million 
strategic petroleum reserve in Israel as well as $200 
million in new military stockpiles. 
Despite Bush's generosity, Mubarak's Egypt faces 
new dangers from terrorism. The Oct. 12 
assassination of Rifaat Mahgoub, speaker of the 
Egyptian parliament, signals that turbulence lies 
ahead. 
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Maybe You've Taken 
Some Chances 
With Sex 
Or your contraceptive failed 
You didn't plan to become pregnant 
We know things haDpen that you don't forsee and don't pian. This 
doesn't mean we take the issues of sex, commitment, responsibility or 
abortion lightly — or that we think you should take them lightly. It means, 
simply, that we understand what it is to be human. 
If you're faced with an unplanned 
pregnancy, first, give yourself a 
little time. Consider ail the options 
— from all the angles. Be honest 
with yourself Make the best deci- 
sion you can 
We offer family planning, counsel- 
ing, referrals for prenatal care and 
adoption — and we perform abor- 
tions. All of our services are offered 
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department know one another by name. 
"It is a really good atmosphere for learning," said 
senior physics major Steve Beeson. "Most people 
don't think of Madison as a physics school, but the 
camaraderie among the students and faculty is good." 
Beeson, who has been a physics major all four 
years at JMU, said his first high school .physics 
teacher sparked his interest in physics. 
"He was just a funny guy," he said. "He really had a 
tremendous impact on my decision to major in 
physics." 
For Coldren, the decision wasn't so clear cut. 
"I came in undeclared — I started in math, then 
went to business, and then in my second semester of 
sophomore year my adviser talked me into being a 
physics major," Coldren said. 
Although smaller classes and student camaraderie 
are a few advantages of being a physics major, 
students sometimes get frustrated with the amount of 
time they must devote to physics. 
"Being a physics major really cuts you out of doing 
so much," said senior physics major Shane Rogers. 
"When you are spending six or seven hours in the 
physics library for one class every night, you don't 
really have a whole lot of spare time for doing other 
things," 
The work is demanding, the hours are long, but is 
it all worth it? 
"I hope it's worth it," Beeson said. "It's 4 o'clock 
on a Friday afternoon and I could be at JM's right 
now, but I'm here in Miller Hall, doing physics." 
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Flooding in Y-lot CHRIS HAWS/THE BREEZE 
Early-morning storms on Friday pushed water from a creek near Anthony-Seeger Hall into Y-lot, 
flooding some of the cars in the lot. Some of the cars were damaged, and one car had to be 
towed. 
If what happened on the inside of your body 
happened on your outside, would you smoke? 
iE WEAK WILLED OR FAINT OF HEART 
HANK'S 
BARBECUE 
'flfiert s aCxVays some ttung coo^iri'at Oiankj' 
148 Charles Street 
PIT COOKED - HICKORY SMOKED 
PORK, BEEF, CHICKEN 
PLUS - THE BEST RIBS 
ON THE PLANET 
"Take a road trip" 
OPEN DAILY 11-9 434-2657 or FAX 432-1079 
■ ■'■■■■■■ ■-» 
Special 
with Student I.D. 
Small Pork Sandwich 
• Buy One • 
Get One FREE 
■ ■■■■■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ wac 
offer expires 11/2 






NEW 10,000 MANIACS 
Hope Chest: The Fredonia Recordings 
1982-1983 
NEW CURE •  Mixed up 
CHARLATANS U.K. • Some Friendly 
CDs   $11.99       Taines  $7.99 
CURE and CHARLATANS U.K. available Tuesday 
69 S. LIBERTY ST.        433-5550     exp. 10/26/90 
RTM&NTS, 
YOUR OFF CAMPUS 10-12 MONTH LEASES 
HOUSING HEADQUARTERS! 
•Pool Ml Size Washer & Dryer 
Clubhouse .puny Equipped Kitchen 
♦1,2 & 3 Bedroom 
Townhouses and Garden 
Apartments 
A DEVON LANE 
•Wan-to-Wail Carpet 
•Small Pets Allowed 
434-2220 





PRICE PER POUND 
2 Convenient Locations 
DUKES PLAZA CARLTON ST 
225 South Main St. Open Fri. & Sat. 
OPEN 24 HOURS Till 11 p.m. 
433-2191 433-9565 
WE GLADLY ACCEPT: VISA/MASTERCARD 
Buy 1, Get 1 
FREE 
'Schultz's Pretzels 
7 oz. PACKAGE 










U.S.D.A GRADE A BONELESS 
Chicken Breast 
Tenders or Cutlets 




M&M-Mars Fun Size 
Candy Bars 
2 16 oz BAGS 




A&P 3-Liter Soda 
each 
SAVE $1.40 MAMA BELLA 
1/2 PRICE! 
GARLIC BREAD 
2 16 oz BAGS 
14 OZ. loaf 39 
FIRST OF THE SEASON 
Florida 
Oranges 
EXTRA LARGE 80 SIZE 
FOR 
^coupon an 
K       YOUR CHOICE«MIX OR MATCH 
S FUN SIZE 
• MILKY WAY»SNICKERS 




Limit on* coupon put cuM0fn#r 
PWCFS M IHCMME EFFECTIVE THRUSArURDAY.OCT V. i«ift QUANTITY RtOHISRElERVED HOT ntSKMSBtE FOBTWCOWWCAl ERRORS 
I 
Wti W» coupon and S10.00 purehm. Good Od. »-Oet 87,1H0   I 
Briefly 
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Increase in SS payments: 
The USA's 40 million Social Security recipients 
will get a 5-percent increase in Social Security 
benefits, the largest in almost nine years. The average 
check will rise $31, to $602 a month. 
Social Security adjusts its benefits once a year to 
account for inflation. 
Higher oil prices since Iraq's invasion of Kuwait 
sent inflation soaring, boosting the Social Security 
adjustment. 
B 
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Gorbachev talks about economy: 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev addressed the 
Soviet legislature Friday, hoping to win support for 
his economic blueprint aimed at transforming the 
country to a market economy. 
The plan won approval from government 
committees after a Kremlin adviser said republics 
could develop their own market economies. 
Soviet envoy meets Bush: 
President Bush met the Soviets' top Mideast 
troubleshooter Friday amid reports the Soviets may 
propose offering Iraq cash for letting go of Kuwait 
A report from Moscow said Soviet President 
Mikhail Gorbachev had called for Iraq's withdrawal in 
return for free elections in Kuwait and cash 
compensation to Iraq from an oil claims dispute. 
Execution before its review: 
James Smith was a drifter, a cab driver and a 
sometime tarot card reader who killed a man during a 
Houston robbery in 1983. Smith is the only death 
row inmate to be executed even though the U.S. 
Supreme Court said it wanted to review his case. 
Smith's life was lost in the U.S. judicial process, 
which allowed Texas to proceed with the execution 
without further appeals. 
Saddam wants islands: 
Iraq's Saddam Hussein has his eyes on two Kuwaiti 
islands — Warba and Bubiyan — in the Persian Gulf 
and a piece of a rich oil field spilling into Kuwait 
from Iraq. 
Iraq's release of a map showing Kuwait split into 
two districts added to speculation. But Iraq said 
Thursday that the division denoted only 
"administrative borders." 
©Copyright   1990,   USA   TODAY/Apple   College 
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JMU Tidbits 
The Office of Planning and Analysis has recorded JMU's average SAT scores for 
first-time freshmen entering the university since 1981. And the 1990-91 freshman 
class' average scores are above both the national average SAT total score of 900 
and Virginia's average total of 895. JMU's 1990-91 freshmen scored an average of 
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Newsfile 
Va. State Bar Recruitment Conference: 
The second annual Minority Recruitment Project 
Pre-Law Conference, sponsored by the Virginia 
State Bar Young Lawyers Conference, will be held 
on Nov. 10 from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the 
University of Richmond's T.C. Williams Law 
School. 
The purpose of the conference is to encourage 
interested minority undergraduates to consider the 
legal profession as a career. The conference is 
designed to expose students to all phases of 
developing a legal career, from the law school 
admissions process to the selection of career 
opportunities. 
Distinguished members of the Virginia State Bar, 
Justice Supreme Court of Virginia., and the 
Virginia Court of Appeals will be in attendance. 
The conference is free and all minority 
undergraduates are welcome. For more information, 
call Richard Camel I Baker, Esq., McGuire, Woods, 
Battle & Boothe, 8280 Greennsboro Drive, 
McLean, Va., (703) 712-5491 or Donald J. Gee, 
Esq., McEachin & Gee, P.C., 700 East Main St., 
Suite 1201, Richmond, Va. (804) 775-3274. 
10th anniversary of "POP QUIZ": 
Oct. 13 marked the 10th season of "Pop Quiz," a 
program of high school academic competition on 
WVPT public television. Bill Pollard, an education 
administrator in Harrisonburg, has hosted the show 
since its inception. 
Ten years ago, 20 teams played two rounds of 
toss-up and bonus questions. The game was live on 
Thursday nights and the winners were awarded a set 
of Encyclopedia Britannica. 
Today the series has grown to include 32 area 
high schools, both public and private. The 
competition is single elimination and the winner 
will have bested five other schools on its way to 
winning a trophy. 
In the future, producer John Hodges hopes to 
include more schools in the competition and gamer 
additional support so teams may play for 
scholarship money. 
"Pop Quiz" airs on Saturdays at 5 p.m. on 
WVPT. 
International Affairs Discussion: 
The International Affairs Assosiation is 
sponsoring a panel discussion on German 
Reunification from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Wednesday 
in Duke Hall 209. 
For more information, contact Nicole O'Neill at 
x7681. 
OP SHOP Holiday Crafts Sale: 
The OP SHOP (The Association for Retarded 
Citizens) is sponsoring its Holiday Crafts Sale 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Nov. 3 at ARC. 
There will be handmade wooden products and craft 
items, made at the Op Shop, a work activity center 
teaching vocational and living skills to mentally 
retarded adults. 
The Breeze Newsfile is offered when space 
permits to publicize information on job 
opportunities and campus and area activities. To 
have information reviewed for publication, call 
568-6127 or send information to the news editor, 
do The Breeze, Anthony-Seegcr Hall, JMU. 
Harrisonburg, Va. 22807. 
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Faculty. 
CONTINUED from page 2 
committees to choose the three persons who will 
compete for the university," Galgano said. 
"At JMU, at least in the past five or six years, 
we've had very few [faculty] submit applications at 
all," he said. 
"The faculty don't have the time to get the 
proposals into a form for favorable review." 
"We try to bunch schedules into Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday blocks or Tuesday, Thursday 
blocks, so faculty will have time to take care of other 
things. 
"But, there is nowhere near enough time," Galgano 
said. 
Geier said, "It's harder to find release time because 
the teaching arm is the primary concern of 
departments and the university." 
And Galgano added, "Obviously with a four-course 
teaching load and service expectations, research is the 
part that suffers." 
"Keeping faculty current in their areas, both in 
terms of knowledge and method... is essential." 
Loads at other schools 
Geier said, "In many areas, the teaching load, as 
compared to other universities, is relatively large." 
Elaine Justis, director of public information for the 
College of William and Mary, said 12 hours is the 
maximum teaching load for faculty at that school. 
That load is reduced when faculty teach graduate 
courses, supervise honors programs, chair 
departments, direct committees and advise students, 
Justis said. 
Galgano said history faculty teach 12 hours per 
semester in addition to supervising honors and 
graduate theses. 
Sydney Nolen, spokesperson for Old Dominion 
University, said faculty teach 12 hours per semester, 
but "that's not all teaching." 
The workload takes into account research, 
administrative duties, advising and outside 
community projects, Nolen said. 
Dr. Fletcher Carter, director of institutional research 
at Radford University, said the average 12 hours 
faculty teach each semester does not include other 
duties. 
But at JMU, faculty say there are not enough hours 
in the day to successfully balance teaching and the 
other duties that faculty at other schools get time off 
for. 
"We're always scrambling to just keep up," said Dr. 
John Cryder, a professor of music who has taught at 
JMU for 16 years. "Class preparation is lime 
consuming. You're not in a position to prepare [for 
classes] the way you'd like." 
But, he said, this year is better than years in the 
past Cryder feels he has been treated fairly by JMU 
and was given a reduced load this semester to handle 
administrative duties. 
But Geier said, "Faculty are obliged to do more 
teaching, not in a bad sense, but the opportunity to 
do research may have to give way to teaching. 
"Nobody will debate the propriety of research," 
Geier said. "The question is, can [faculty] be expected 
to do all this at the same level. No, they can't." 
RECYCLING FACT:   In 1979 there were 18'500 landfills. Today, 
there are 6,500 — most of which will be 
filled up and closed by 1995. 
The Breeze is contributing to the recycling effort by recycling all of its office paper as well as used newspapers. Recycling is 
the one way we can all give something back. Consult your local yellow pages for the nearest recycling agency. 
Ski Free 
at 
\issanutten Ski %esort 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
Full-time, Part-time, Weekends, 
Anytime! 
Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop, 
Food Service, Cashiers, Ski Patrol, 
Ski Instructors, and More! 
' Average 20 hours per week and receive 
FREE Skiing & Rentals! 
For More Information, Call 289-9441 
Thanks, Dr. John. I love my pet. 
You'll like the personal attention 
given to your pet's total health and 
care. You'll appreciate our caring 
staff, competent doctors, convenient 
hours, and affordable fees. 
•Dental     -Lodging 
•Lab 'Vaccination 
•X-ray      'Surgery  
Valley Cat & Dog 
Hospital/Pet Hotel 
3015S. Main St. 
1/2 mi. S. of Duke's Plaza 
435.VETS 
Mall Pet Clinic 
Corner Univ. 
Blvd ./Reservoir 
Behind Valley Mall 
433JPFTS . 
Stop by the ArtCarved college ring display table during this special 
Halloween event and register to win a bright pumpkin stuffed full 
of treats. It's just the trick for fun this weekend. So, don't miss it! 
(No purchase necessary. You need not be present to win.) 
/IRTQ1RVED 
October 23 and 24 
9:00-3:00 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre 
"Official Ring Company for the Class of 1990" 





Spiral Perms - Redken 
Highlighting - Sun Glitz 
^     624 Hawkins Street 434*1617 
Budget 
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Find a find. 
At Waynesboro Village Factory Outlets. 
This is smart shopping, in every sense. You'll find everyday savings 
of up to 60% off retail on your favorite designer labels and favorite brand 
names-because you're buying direct from the manufacturer. 
And, with 40 factory-direct outlets and specialty stores to 
browse through, there's enough selection for even the most 
discriminating shopper. 
Come find some finds for yourself. At Waynesboro Village Factory 
Outlets. A short drive from Harrisonburg. 
No one has to know you didn 1 spend a fortune. 
^ Wftyne$boraVilkH|c 
4- FACTORY OUTLETS 
Take Ml South to 1-64. At Exit 17,1-64. Junction Route 340 South. 
Waynesboro. VA 
(703)942-2320  Open 7 Days i Week. 
Mon.-VWd. 10am-6pai:Thurs.-Sat. IOam-8pm;Sun. 12:30 5:30 pm 
Designer Fashions - Shoes - Housewares - lewelry - Coats - Accessories - Toys - Luggage it 
Leather Goods - Crafts - Sportswear - Children's Wear - Intimate Apparel - China & Crystal - 
Silk Flowers - Collectibles 
CONTINUED from page 3 
well," he said. "We've changed the 
process a number of times . , . The 
system is not going to work real well 
until we have some more basic reforms 
on the whole political system itself." 
Bent doesn't foresee any significant 
changes in the budget deficit in the 
near future. "We don't have to 
eliminate the deficit," he said. "It is 
Proposals  
CONTINUED from page 3 
been cut several years running, he said. 
"This already has contributed to 
closure of hospitals, closure of trauma 
units. . . . Something like 70 percent 
of the time, hospitals lose money 
caring for Medicare patients now." 
Dr. James Todd of the American 
Medical Association said patients "are 
going to get less care." 
• Insurance: Plans call for 
decreasing tax writeoffs life insurance 
companies can claim for commissions 
paid to agents, and for changing the tax 
treatment of reserves that property 
casualty companies set aside to pay 
claims. 
That could mean $9.1 billion more 
in the federal treasury. 
But "if you own stock in a life 
insurance company, or if you own a 
policy, you'll be affected," said Gene 
Grabowski of the American Council of 
Life Insurance. Insurers' options 
include raising premiums, cutting 
dividends or dipping into holders' net 
worth. 
"It has the potential to drive scores 
of companies to the edge of 
bankruptcy," Grabowski said. 
• Veterans: House and Senate 
veterans' panels recommend increasing 
fees for veterans' mortgages, delaying 
for a month cost-of-living increases for 
disabled veterans and charging $2 for 
prescriptions for some hospital 
outpatients,    the    panels    also 
quite possible to carry some sort of 
deficit indefinitely." 
But if the government does have to 
shut down, Bent said the effects will 
not be catastrophic. 
"In a sense, the government never 
decides to shut down." Bent said. "In 
theory, of course, everything shuts 
down. In practice, of course, we tend 
to keep the essential services going." 
recommended that private insurers pay 
for health care unrelated to a veteran's 
military service. 
Those changes could save $3.6 
billion over five years. 
"The intent is not to cut anything 
drastically but make essentially 
surgical cuts in a whole variety of 
benefits," said Phil Riggin of the 
American Legion. 
But, "restrictions to medical care 
through some of these program 
savings" will force veterans to "gel it 
elsewhere," he said — and enough of 
the veterans will then qualify for 
public assistance that "in the end, it's 
going to be more expensive to the 
taxpayer." 
• Agriculture: Senate and House 
conferees have agreed on a new farm 
bill that cuts federal programs 25 
percent. Agriculture's share of the 
five-year deficit-cutting plan is $13.6 
billion — including $8 billion from a 
15-perccnt reduction in the cropland 
eligible for yearly subsidies. 
* Defense: House and Senate 
negotiators recommended a $289 
billion defense spending bill 
Wednesday that calls for cutting the 
2.1 million active duty forces by 
100,000 and raising military pay 3.5 
percent, not the 4.1 percent Bush 
sought. 
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple 
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CONTINUED/rwn page 4 
"If Saddam Hussein is left intact," 
Starr said, "Mubarak will have to get 
more bodyguards. No doubt Iraq was 
behind the killing of Mahgoub." 
• Saudi Arabia, once a cautious and 
haughty U.S. partner, abandoned its 
diplomatic distance when threatened by 
Iraq and permitted tanks and planes of 
26 nations inside its borders. By next 
year, the Saudis may buy more than 
$21.5 billion in U.S. arms, planes and 
ships. 
"We got what we really wanted," 
Starr said. "When this is over, we'll be 
left with a base in Saudia Arabia that 
we've wanted since the 1950s." 
Other serious political changes also 
are possible in the region. 
After centuries of monarchy, Kuwaiti 
leaders in exile last week raised serious 
talk of opening the kingdom to more 
representative democracy. 
Jordan and King Hussein, 
meanwhile, seem orphans in a storm. 
Once called "the plucky little king" by 
adoring U.S. media, the monarch 
apparently spends a great deal of time 
brooding while gunning his 
motorcycle around the palace grounds. 
"King Hussein thinks his days are 
numbered," Starr said. "And he may be 
right. He knows that Saddam Hussein 
can have him for breakfast any 
morning." 
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple 
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Cut the crap, 
Washington 
How many deadlines will we have to ignore 
before Congress is able to come up with a 
budget proposal to present to the president? 
For the second time, President Bush has 
approved a stopgap spending bill, allowing the 
federal government to continue working while 
Congress continues to rehash the budget 
problems. This stopgap is granted until 12:01 
a.m. Thursday. 
Both the House and Senate have passed 
compromise measures to the budgets, with just 
narrow majorities approving them. In the 
Senate, the vote was 54 to 46 with a majority 
of both parties supporting the package. In the 
House the story was completely different. Only 
10 Republicans supported the Democratic 
plan. 
Problems are appearing as Republicans and 
Democrats fight over which aspects of the 
budgets to cut and which to keep in the final 
version. The problem areas are taxing the 
higher income brackets, federal gasoline tax 
and the savings Medicare can accrue. 
In general, Republicans are against taxing 
the higher income brackets too much and 
Democrats are against raising federal gas 
taxes, which mainly affects the middle class. 
Accoding to The Washington Post, Bob J. 
Dole (R-Kan) believes the options available to 
Congress are very slim. 
"If you move too far in one direction, you 
lose 10 Republicans, and the bill is dead. If you 
move too far in the other direction, you lose 10 
Democrats, and the bill is dead," Dole said. 
This partisanship displayed by both 
Democrats and Republicans is getting 
ridiculous. Everyone knows, no matter what 
the decision, people are going to be upset. 
Someone will feel shafted. 
Taxes are a difficult thing to levy, but it has 
to be done. However, it has to be done fairly. 
Everyone should carry his or her lair share of 
the burden to get our country out of debt. After 
all, many of us voted for the people who got us 
into this predicament in the first place. 
Congress and the president should give a 
little and get their jobs done. This problem has 
to be rectified soon. If much more time is 
wasted, Congress will only look more 
incompetent than it already appears. 
Are our representatives going to have to ask 
the president for more and more extensions? 
And will Bush continue to change his mind? 
Increased time is not going to make the budget 
problem solve itself, and it won't help anyone 
when elections roll around next month. 
editor LAUREL W1SSINGER 
managing editor JENNIFER ROSE 
editorial editorDAV\D NOON 
asst. editorial editor JOEL LANGLEY 
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'Perfect' child impersonations 
Friday night, 10 p.m. 
Someone was trying to 
scrape the suggestive 
bumper sticker off her 
door — "I don't know if 
my dad would understand 
it, but I'm not taking any 
chances" — and someone else was cursing herself be- 
cause she accidentally shrunk in the dryer the sweater 
she'd borrowed from her mom. 
And nobody could find the vacuum cleaner. Any- 
where. And nobody could remember the last time 
they'd seen it, much less actually used it, either. But 
this was Parents' Weekend, and who wanted to face 
their Mom and Dad with dustballs crawling around 
on the floor? 
I think this was the first Friday night everyone on 
my hall stayed home. And to clean, nonetheless. In- 
stead of discussing where the party was, we were ask- 
ing who had the furniture polish and would someone 
help rearrange the furniture in the basement. 
And since this was the first Friday night people 
stayed home, it also was the first Saturday that people 
were up before noon. There was a line for the show- 
ers by 8 a.m., and instead of the typical grubby week- 
end sweatshirts and jeans people were breaking out 
skirts and blouses and coats and ties. 
Why all the fuss and bother? To make a good im- 
pression, of course, on the people we want to impress 
the most. To show our parents we're capable of going 
to class, staying out all night and simultaneously 
keeping our life in line. The room's clean, the dishes 
done, the bills paid, the laundry's folded and the bath- 
room is mold-free. 
In other words, to show them we're adults. 
Makes a good act, huh? 
It took me three days to get convincingly ready for 
Parents' Weekend, and it turns out I'd still forgotten 




I wonder what would 
happen if the school had a 
Surprise Parents' Weekend, 
one where the students 
weren't aware when their 
moms and dads would pop 
up on campus. Either A) we'd be forced to keep our- 
selves together on a full-time basis or B) our parents 
would get a good idea of how we really lived. Dirty 
dishes, unmade beds and all. 
ltd be B. Undoubtedly. 
But once the initial shock of having Betty and Fred 
or Carol and Bill appear without warning wore off, it 
would no doubt be much more of an enlightening ex- 
perience than a planned visit. My parents would prob- 
ably plead with me to buy some decent clothes if they 
saw some of the outfits I schlepped around campus 
in. One of my friends — who blows off class on a 
regular basis — has somehow convinced her parents 
she has perfect attendance. And there are even scarier 
possibilities of parental "enlightenment" that we don't 
want to get in to. 
But as far as a wonderful time to visit and a great 
chance to mooch money from Mom and Dad, the 
more conventional version of Parents' Weekend can't 
be beat. 
My parents showed up about 9:30 a.m. and stayed 
until about 10 p.m. In that time, we crammed in every 
possible parent-oriented activity — a reception, cook- 
out, tailgate, football game, pig roast and cocktail 
party. 
I hadn't seen them since I came back to school, and 
the first thing my mom did was hand me a plate of 
homemade brownies, a bag of groceries and tell me 
how clean the carpet looked. (We'd found the vacuum 
cleaner Friday night — right where it belonged. And 
it subsequently ran non-stop for four hours.) 
After all, we had to impress the folks.' 
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LaRouche, Spannaus bad news for U.S. politics 
Wake up, JMU. Our country is faced with what 
might lum into its greatest economic, political and 
social upheaval since the 1930s, and most of you 
remain oblivious. 
I am sure you are all at least marginally aware of 
the budget crisis, the collapse of the entire savings 
and loan industry, skyrocketing oil prices that are 
pushing up inflation and the fact that we are teetering 
on the brink of a recession while our Congressmen 
and president do nothing. Many of you even share the 
dissatisfaction with our government that has been 
growing throughout the country. But most people 
don't recognize the danger this social unrest presents. 
On Oct. 16, Nancy Spannaus, a senatorial 
candidate, spoke in the PC Ballroom. She advocated 
such noble goals as achieving full employment, 
feeding the world's poor and restoring American 
political liberties. Nancy Spannaus also is a leading 
member of one of the world's foremost fascist parties 
— the National Caucus of Labor Committees 
(NCLC) of Lyndon LaRouche. Thai's right, good ole' 
LaRouche, who Spannaus tells us is a political 
prisoner framed by the government, is a fascist who 
once planned and prepared for a violent overthrow of 
our government But don't take my word for it — go 
to the library and check out "Lyndon LaRouche and 
the New American Fascism," by Dennis King. 
If you read a few of her publications, you will find 
that Spannaus, as well as LaRouche, is blatantly 
anti-Semitic. They both advocate economic recovery 
through the same methods used by Hitler — 
employing labor and capital resources in a military 
build-up and massive, state-controlled technological 
projects. LaRouche still speaks of replacing the 
Letters to the Editor 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
-Brian Moore 
"diclaiorship-of-interests" with his own benign one. 
Right about now, you're probably wondering why 
we should be worried about such an obvious crackpot 
as LaRouche. The reason is that he is no more a 
crackpot than Saddam Hussein, who Spannaus 
repeatedly defended in her speech. Both men have a 
carefully calculated plan for power. From 1978 until 
recently, LaRouche worked almost exclusively 
through the Democratic Party. In 1984, his candidates 
won the Democratic Party nominations for lieutenant 
governor and secretary of slate in Illinois. He's had 
scores of candidates in congressional races during the 
1980s, and a fair number of them won Democratic 
nominations as well. However, after his arrest, the 
Democratic Party has tried to get his candidates off 
their tickets — the real reason Spannaus is having to 
run as an "independent Democrat." This has forced 
LaRouche to return to his greatest hope of economic 
crisis and widespread voter unrest As these conditions 
become more prevalent his hopes become my fears. 
Those of you who are familiar with David Duke 
may understand this fear a little belter. Duke was a 
populist senatorial candidate in Louisiana this year 
who taps the same voter dissatisfaction LaRouche 
does. He is a former KKK grand wizard, has strong 
connections with the American Nazi Parly, admires 
Hitler and was opposed by both Democrat and 
Republican leaders. He also got 44 percent of the 
vote, not enough to win but enough to leave him in 
good position to run the slate governorship next year. 
The main reason Duke was so successful is that 
Louisiana is one of the nation's poorest states. 
There's a growing sentiment among working class 
whites (he captured 60 percent of the while vote) that 
the government works for the rich and minorities, not 
for them. As economic conditions worsen and 
Washington continues to squabble, these conditions 
could spread to other slates. Political scientists expect 
similar candidates to spring up in surrounding states. 
Populist politicians throughout the nation also 
should experience an upswing in popularity. In 1928, 
the Nazi party received only 800,000 votes in the 
German national election. Two years later, after the 
full force of the depression hit, they received 6.5 
million, and in 1933, Hitler was elected chancellor. 
People who know what politicians such as David 
Duke and Lyndon LaRouche stand for need to be on 
guard to see that they do not rise to political 
pre-eminence here. LaRouche and his type have not 
yet won much support among voters with a college 
education. That is because most college students and 
graduates know enough about history to realize the 
danger they pose and enough about economics to 
realize the utter irrationality of their proposals. Don't 
let that change; learn about a politician before you 
vote for him and speak out against any politician that 
would threaten the freedom of America. 
Brian Moore is a sophomore majoring in 
international affairs. 
Breeze editorial on arts, obscenity 
needed validity, better research 
To the  editor: 
As a JMU parent I look forward to reading student 
publications, especially The Breeze. This year in 
particular I find the quality of your paper much improved. 
However, upon reading the editorial piece, "Obscenity as 
an Art Form" (Oct. 11), I am compelled to comment on 
the writer's lack of understanding of the issue and 
disregard for the facts. For starters, the title is a 
contradiction. Obscenity is not now, nor will it ever be, 
an art form. To quote John Frohnmayer, chairman of the 
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), T oppose 
obscenity unequivocally. It is the antithesis of art It has 
no soul." The controversy over the reauthorization of the 
NEA stems from this lack of understanding of the 
difference between art and obscenity. 
Second, and what I find unsettling, is the statement 
that Robert Mapplelhorpe was the artist who created "a 
depiction of Jesus Christ hanging upside down in a jar of 
urine." The work you are referring to is titled "Piss 
Christ" and was created by Andres Serrano, not Robert 
Mapplelhorpe. That particular work, though indeed 
among the controversial works which sparked attacks on 
the NEA, was not part of the exhibit in Cincinnati. 
Finally, you conclude the "government has 
contradicted itself" with the courts ruling differently in 
the obscenity cases involving the Contemporary Arts 
Center and its executive director (not owner), Dennis 
Barrie. and die rap group 2 Live Crew. Isn't it the job of 
me courts to consider each case individually? 
The purpose for which the material in question is 
created and the audience for whom it is intended must be a 
consideration of the courts. The Contemporary Arts 
Center (like other venues for the Mapplethorpe exhibit) 
is a non-profit enterprise. The exhibit included 120 
photographs,   of   which   approximately   seven   were 
controversial. In all exhibitions they were discretely 
mounted in raised cabinets, where an unsuspecting 
viewer would not have to confront them. The 2 Live Crew 
album, "As Nasty as they Wanna Be," is a highly 
commercial enterprise. It is marketed in record stores and 
aired on radio stations, making it readily available to a 
large segment of society, primarily young people. 
The arts in this country arc under attack because of a 
misunderstanding of what they arc all about. Your 
interest in die issue of art vs. obscenity is commendable. 
However, if you are going to editorialize on the subject, I 
suggest researching the facts before presenting your 
opinion. You will be more convincing. 
Carole Werklng 
executive director 
Frederick Arts Council 
Frederick, Md. 
A boycott of Coors is ridiculous 
when the facts are considered 
To the editor: 
I'm writing in response to the display I saw on the 
commons Tuesday. Oct. 16. Our pathetic campus 
left-wing, having nothing better to do, has ventured into 
die realm of absurdity — a boycott of Coors. 
A sheet of paper describing members of the Coors 
family lists "offenses" such as a "reputation as a racist 
due to his comments regarding ethnic groups." That is a 
classic example of slander. In the 1950s Sen. Joe 
McCarthy used the label of "communist" against people 
who had liberal political sympathies. 
We learn Bill and Joseph Coors "gave money to die 
ami union National Right to Work Committee." The fact 
is the National Right to Work Committee is not 
anti-union. It merely wishes to protect rights of 
individual workers from the excesses of big labor 
unions. The support Coon- gives to groups wishing to 
check the abuses and occasional corruption of organized . 
labor is appreciated by the vast majority of its 
employees who arc satisfied with the high pay and 
excellent benefits Coors gives its workers. I also might 
point out Right to Work laws arc a right the people of 
Virginia have enjoyed for almost 40 years. 
We learn Bill and Joe Coors "belong to the Bohemian 
Grove, an elite club to which Reagan and other 'ruling 
class' members belong." Why is it wrong to associate 
with a man an overwhelming majority of American 
people elected twice to the presidency? We arc told Joe 
Coors is "well known for his desire to minimize 
government interference in his corporate interests." That 
is another way of saying he supports limited government 
and the free market system — the ideology of respected 
Americans such as former Sen. Barry Goldwatcr, former 
president Ronald Reagan, and Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) secretary Jack Kemp. It is what men 
such as Czcchoslavakian President Vaclav Havel and 
Russian President Boris Yeltsin wish to introduce to the 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Does belief in a free 
market really make Joe Coors an extremist? 
Many JMU students do not know the Coors 
corporation gave $250,000 toward the construction of 
the College of Business building. In this era of state 
budget cuts, this was a welcome contribution. The claims 
that Coors docs not care about the environment also arc 
proven to be patently untrue by the company's 
sponsorship of the Clean Water 2000 Project. The fact 
is, for every dollar you pay for Coors beer, Coors pays a 
certain amount of money to help clean up America's 
waterways. 
As a COOTS drinker, I'm not telling you to buy Coors. 
I'm merely asking that if you, like me, feel Coors is the 
best beer for die most reasonable price, you shouldn't let 
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Get rid of the emptiness, bring 
back 'our brother' the 'Shroom 
To the editor: 
Part of the JMU family is kidnapped. In the dark of a 
misty, mountain night while we slept our summer 
slumber our good friend — our brother, our sometime 
shelter, our always sign-post, the kiosk, our 'Shroom 
was taken. 
In its place we have emptiness. Not only m the middle 
of that place called "the commons" but in our hearts as 
well. Besides, that big red guy was damn convenient. 
Was there any other space on campus so central and 
visible as the 'Shroom? It was the best friend of 
publicists all over campus. The Shroom would take any 
message from any group - regardless of politics, race, 
gender or sexual preference — and bare it on lhat big. red 
chest as openly as the structure permitted. We have 
nothing like that now. The Shroom was a great place to 
meet. Everyone knew where it was. How many great 
meals started at the 'Shroom? 
OK now maybe I'm stretching, but the point is clear. 
We want the 'Shroom back. We know it's out there in 
moth balls, not destroyed, and it (or something like it) 
must come back. Granted, a structure in design harmony 
with the commons may be necessary. Well take it. We 
won't take emptiness. We shall not rest until we rejoice 
in full Shroomitude. 
Omar Gill 
president 
Duke Garden Student Alliance 
ACM and EARTH agree on certain 
points of Mobil Oil controversy 
To the editor: 
In the past week there has been much controversy 
concerning the events surrounding the Mobil Oil job 
opportunities presentation sponsored by ACM. We, the 
presidents of ACM and EARTH, would like to update the 
campus. 
After a careful investigation by the Office of Student 
Activities, it has been determined that the individuals 
who attended the presentation for the purpose of 
questioning Mobil's environmental record were not 
representing EARTH. Rather, they were acting as a group 
of concerned students who claimed to represent the 
Student Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC). All 
complaints against EARTH have been dropped, and no 
penalties were assessed. 
Both organizations are disappointed that the computer 
scientists from Mobil Oil walked out before beginning 
their presentation. All this achieved was increased 
tensions, denying the students the opportunity to hear 
about technical positions and preventing students from 
questioning Mobil's environmental record. No one 
involved wanted or anticipated Mobil's abrupt departure. 
These representatives misinterpreted the situation as 
potentially  hostile. 
EARTH apologizes for the actions of individuals who 
happened to be members of the organization if they were 
disrepectful of ACM. ACM regrets any harm done to 
EARTH'S reputation caused by misleading Breeze articles 
or assumptions that the individuals were representing 
EARTH. 
In conclusion, we hope members of both 
organizations and other JMU students hold no animosity 
toward any party involved. We are all at this academic 
institution to educate ourselves and be critical; we 
encourage this to take place, but it must be done in a 
respectful and civilized manner. 
BUI Bunting B«th Wnt 
president president 
ACM EARTH 
actions   of tailgating   alumni during   Homecoming 
weekend. 
The bathrooms in Hanson Hall are for the residents 
who live there. The housekeeping staff does a great job 
taking care of these bathrooms with limited personnel. 
Many of the alumni felt they were entitled to use the 
residents' bathrooms and forgot all about maturity and 
manners. Not only was there trash littering the floors 
and stalls, many alumni obviously forgot to aim. flush 
and/or clean up after themselves. Mr. Williams, who 
would you propose clean up after these alumni who 
obviously "got a little wild"? If I came over to your 
residence and trashed your bathroom, how would you 
feel? Wouldn't you "whine," too? 
Not only was the state of the bathrooms disgraceful, 
but also several indecent or illegal actions were carried 
out in the hall by alumni. One couple was caught "doing 
the nasty" in a bathroom, others were found smoking 
illegal substances in the study lounge, which also was 
left in shambles with overturned furniture, stains on the 
carpet and litter all around. Not to mention drunk 
individuals wandering into suites and rooms. 
Many of the residents joined in the tailgating 
festivities and had a great time. We welcome JMU alumni 
back on any occasion, but we ask for a little respect for 
our living areas. "Why can't everybody have a good time 
and enjoy themselves." Mr. Williams? Enjoy yourself to 
the fullest, but we ask you remember your manners and 




62 other signatures 
Hanson Hall residents explain truth 
about alumni Homecoming actions 
To the editor: 
As a resident of Hanson Hall, I'd like to explain to 
Chris Williams why we must "whine so much" about the 
Submissions for all letters will be 
noon Mondays and Fridays. Please 
limit responses to 250 words. 
Fantastic Nails 1 
1 
! ! BehmdValley Mall 
Appointments Only 1 
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A hundred million animals dead due to research 
There are basic similarities between humans and 
other animals. For example, both feel hunger and 
thirst, both respond to affection and both are capable 
of experiencing happiness and pain. We even have 
laws, such as the Animal Protection Act and the 
Animal Welfare Act, that reinforce these truths. 
But there is a problem with these laws. Animals 
such as dogs, cats and horses are protected while 
animals not as loved or used by society are 
discriminated against and ignored by anti-cruelty 
legislation. Many of these unfortunate animals, 
whose only crime is to have been born into a species 
not respected by humans, end up in laboratories. 
Every year, between 60 million and 100 million 
animals die unnecessarily in scientific labs, viewed as 
nothing more than expendable tools. Knowing all 
animals, both human and non-human, are capable of 
feeling pain, is it not hypocrisy to allow some 
animals to be subjected to torture and yet protect 
others? 
As people move toward a more compassionate, 
caring society, this outdated slaughter of animals in 
labs will have to cease. 
For too long, the public has allowed itself to be 
blinded by the white coats and official titles of animal 
experimenters. Recently, as their crimes against 
nature have been exposed, experimenters have been 
quick to scare the public into thinking that animal 
experimentation abolitionists are fanatics who would 
rather see their child die than a non-human animal. 
This, however, is far from the truth. How can 
scientists label peace-loving people as fanatics when 
they want nothing other than a world free of 
unnecessary pain? It seems the label "fanatic," if it 
were applied to any group, would better describe 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
-Dale Smith 
experimenters themselves — don't they make money 
by torturing, dissecting, injecting and committing 
countless other atrocities against weaker species? It is 
understandable the experimenters who live off tax 
money and federal grants would resort to name calling 
to protect themselves and their practices. 
The public is becoming aware that not all tests are 
as necessary as scientists would like people to think. 
Experimenters live in "publish or perish" society — 
jobs are secured with the publishing of papers. 
Scientists request grant money to fund experiments 
they wish to perform and write about — experiments 
that often have little or no relevance to human health. 
Such experiments, as described in Dr. Peter Singer's 
book "Animal Liberation," include shooting cats to 
test how long it takes them to die, exposing beagles 
to cigarette smoke to record the time it takes to 
develop cancer they already knew would form and 
restraining baboons in chairs until they go insane. 
Since most of these experiments are federally funded, 
public information must be available through the 
Freedom of Information Act. Researchers themselves 
have even admitted to animal rights advocates that 
many of the tests are redundant and prove facts already 
known. You may then ask why these experiments 
continue. The reason is simply that the public has 
never questioned their validity. 
Cosmetic companies have already felt the strength 
of an informed public and have found alternatives to 
cruel animal testing. Businesses such as Benetton, 
Avon and Revlon recently stopped animal 
experimentation in favor of product testing that does 
not cause pain for anyone. 
Many people who accept the fact that cosmetic tests 
are outdated still refuse to call for an end to all animal 
testing. They fear their health would be at stake. I do 
not deny that some medical advancements have been 
made though the exploitation of animals. However, I 
also do not deny that if animal experimentation 
stopped, scientists could still utilize the millions 
spent every year on disease research. 
Animal experimentation is expensive and faulty, a 
statement researchers would not dispute. If the results 
found were always applied to humans, we would not 
have the benefits of aspirin (which kills cats) or the 
polio vaccine (a discovery slowed by the animal 
experimentation and that experimenters now feel 
could have been found without animals). 
It is time researchers work on disease prevention 
rather than flounder for years after the prestige 
associated with finding a miracle cure. It is lime 
experimenters start to respect all creatures, not just 
humans. It is time researchers break bad habits and to 
stop torturing animals. We know this practice is 
wrong. As the moral philosopher Jeremy Bcntham so 
eloquently stated, "The question is not, 'Can they 
reason?' nor 'Can they talk?' but, Can they suffer?'" 
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• "Drawing Exhibition," 
undergraduate work, Artwork 
Gallery, Zirkle House. 
• "Paintings by John Farbrother," 
undergraduate work, The Other 
Gallery, Zirkle House. 
October 22-26 
• "Echoes in a Lifetime by Linelle 
LaBonte," photography and 
"polargraphics," Sawhill Gallery. 
October 22-26 
• "Echoes in a Lifetime by Linelle 
LaBonte," innovative Polaroid 
photography, New Image 
Gallery, Zirkle House. 
October 29- November 7 
• "Paintings by Jeff Stockberger," 
JMU undergraduate exhibition, 
Artworks Gallery, Zirkle House. 
October 29- November 7 
• "Photographs by Nancy 
Gottheimer," JMU undergraduate! 
photography exhibition, The 
Other Gallery, Zirkle House. 
Music 
October 22-24 
• Octubafest, 8 p.m., Anthony 
Seeger. 
October 23 
• "Holy Rollers," "Jawbox" and 
'Idaho Gun Farmers" benefit 
show for EARTH and UCAM, 8 
p.m., PC Ballroom, $3, 
sponsored byWXJM. 
October 24 
• Music Industry Association 
Lecture Series presents Mark 
Perthel, promoter representative, 
8:30 p.m., Music Building room 
321. free. 
October 29 
• Guest artist John Jones, tuba, 
8 p.m. Anthony Seeger. 
October 30 
• Guitar Ensemble, 8 p.m., 
Anthony Seeger. 
November 6 
• "Duets and Dialogues," 
musical dialogues from the 
sublime to the silly, presented 
by JMU faculty, 8 p.m.. Wilson 
Hall Auditorium. 
Theatre 
October 30- November 3 
• "Old Money," play. Tuesday to 
Saturday, 8 p.m.; Saturday, 
2 p.m., Theatre II, $3. 
Band for Parents' Weekend recreates the Fab Four 
It may have been Parents' Weekend 1990 to most, but within 
the walls of the Convocation Center, it was the summer of 1964 
all over again. 
The appearance of "1964: As the Beatles" at JMU Friday night, 
sponsored by the University Program Board, took on the form of 
a nostalgic trip down "The Long and Winding Road" for JMU 
students and visiting relatives who attended. 
From the first moment the four lads rushed on stage, it seemed 
necessary to rub the eyes and pinch the arm. Was the audience 
hallucinating, or could it actually be those beloved Beatles 
standing before them? 
It would take an especially picky Beatles devotee to find a 
serious flaw in this group's representation. They had their act 
down to the finest details, from Paul McCartney's left-handed 
Hofner bass guitar to the authentic Liverpudlian accents to the 
traditional shaking of the mop tops during the choruses. Even 
John Lennon's irrepressibly sharp wit rang true. 
In classic Beatles style, the group's opening tune was the first 
cut off the very first Beatles album, "Please Please Me." Band 
member Gary Grimes authentically directed 1964 into an 
energetic version of "I Saw Her Standing There" with Paul's 
"one, two, three, fuh!" 
The band proceeded to belt out favorite after old favorite, 
including "I Want To Hold Your Hand," "A Hard Day's Night" 
and "Can't Buy Me Love." 
In between the songs that everyone remembers, the group 
threw in a few rare tunes to which only the most die hard fans 
could sing along, including a well-received solo by Greg George 
as Ringo Starr on "Matchbox" and Tom Work singing George 
Harrison's classic "Roll Over Beethoven." 
The song that finally brought the audience to their feet and on 
the move was a roaring version of "Twist and Shout." On the 
follow up, "I Feel Fine," one set of enthusiastic parents 
continued to produce all of the typical '60s dance moves in the 
aisle with complete abandon, receiving a well-deserved ovation 
from the rest of the audience. 
Although the majority of the songs were the early 
chart-breaking tunes that initially made the Beatles a legend, 
there were a few of the more thought-provoking melodies thrown 
in for those fans who wanted to see the fuller spectrum of the 
Beatles repertoire. McCartney's "Yesterday," a song first 
composed under the title "Scrambled Eggs," was authentically 
delivered with Paul's melancholy voice and gentle, doe-eyed nods 
of the head at each new lyric line. Ironically, no one would have 
guessed that this tune, rock n' roll's most coveted song of all 
time, would one day be covered by a group serving as a tributary 
icon to the Fab Four. 
By the time the group cried "Help!" the audience had been 
transformed into a mass group of mock teenagers — clapping, 
screaming and enveloping themselves in this Beatlesque 
atmosphere. The only thing that kept it all tied to reality was the 
fact that at least half of the audience wasn't even bom when the 
Beatles were still a group. The generation gap had been closed, as 
young and old poured out the same fanaticism for a rock group 
that wouldn't die. 
As the group chimed in with the final resilient "Yeah!" of "She 
Loves You," the final song of the show, it was clear the audience 
wanted more. A standing ovation and the traditional stomping of 
the feet finally brought the group back on stage for a two-song 
encore of the classics "Rock N* Roll Music" and "Long Tall 
Sally." As the band made its last exit, Mark Benson, in a 
brilliant show of authentic Lennon humor, gave a smirk and a 
wink and flicked his guitar pick into the crowd. 
The space ship ride to 1964 was over, but everyone would 
leave believing that they could now die happy, for they had been 
to see the Beatles — or at least the next best thing. 
Article by Patty Scholing 
— ■ 
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Above: "1964 as the Beatles" 
performed in the Convocation Center 
Friday night. Band members Gary 
Grimes as Paul McCartney, Tom Work 
as George Harrison and Mark Benson 
as John Lennon (I to r) impersonated 
the Fab Four down to the most 
specific details. Right Dry wit 
accompanied sarcastic and hilarious 
anecdotes in comedian 
Robert Klein's show. 
Discussing topics that ranged from college life to unorthodox 
uses for harmonicas, Robert Klein made JMU laugh. 
Klein brought sophisticated comedy and a variety of other talents 
to the Convocation Center Friday night. Parents and students 
settled back together for an extremely witty and relaxing humorous 
performance, sponsored by the University Program Board. 
"I'm in comedy because I was well-suited to it, " Klein said. 
"Like a lot of people, I was the class clown." 
Klein also talked about growing up in a house full of humor. 
"Comedy was a way of life in my house," Klein said. But Klein 
realized the difference between comedy in the kitchen and comedy 
on the stage. 
"Making friends and family laugh is one thing. Making 
strangers laugh... is a whole other thing," he said. 
No one felt like a stranger to Klein by the time the evening was 
over after each audience member heard a broad assortment of facts 
and personal anecdotes from the comedian's life. 
Alfred University, Klein's alma mater, had "the most beautiful 
brochure I had ever seen. . . Looking at this campus [JMU], I 
imagine you got suckered in here the same way." 
Originally, as a 16-year-old freshman, Klein decided to pursue a 
career in medicine. However, several barriers stood in his way — 
"Calculus, physics, zoology, attendance, talent, motivation, 
attitude" to name a few, he said. 
Klein also has an uncommon attachment to the idea of Parents' 
Weekends in general since it essentially provided his "big break" 
into show business. During one such weekend at Alfred University 
a professor who recognized Klein's talent as an actor convinced his 
father to send him to Yale Drama School. 
"Acting ... is not a conventional choice. It's a foreign kind of 
alien thing," Klein said of his career choice, acknowledging the 
stigmalism surrounding acting and show business in general. 
Klein attributes part of his decision to become a comedian to the 
inspiration he received from many of the early comedians on 
television. Klein credits Lenny Bruce with "concertizing comedy," 
changing the image of stand-up comedy from a "smoke-filled night 
club" to a crowded concert hall. 
Klein's own experiences have included musicals, dramatic 
television appearances and films, but he considers a sold-out 
performance in Carnegie Hall to be one of his greatest successes. 
With such a variety of stage, film and television appearances 
comes age, a topic Klein freely addressed. 
"Look what happened to me this year," he said, pulling out a pair 
of reading glasses. Klein discovered upon his daily reading of the 
New York Times that it had to be placed further and further away, 
until "it had to be in the next room." 
Another sign of maturity for Klein is fatherhood. 
"My child is the most important thing," Klein said, adding he 
has refused numerous positions in television shows on the West 
Coast because his son lives on the East Coast 
Klein previously turned down a part in the TV series 
"M*A*S*H*" but for reasons other than fatherhood. He simply did 
not want to do a situation comedy. He counts rejecting 
"M*A*S*H*" as one of the mistakes in his career and would not 
advise young comedians to refuse such opportunities. 
"Anyone that's seeking a career in show business in general or in 
comedy specifically must pursue it," Klein said. "You must go 
from your living room to a club or something. You must pursue it 
until proven otherwise. I advise everyone to follow their dreams 
and to know when to turn u off. You must work very hard." 
Article by Robyn Davis 
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Film festival attracts big names to Virginia 
Christy Mumford , _,—,—-p— 
assistant lifestyles editor 
Bugs Bunny will be rubbing elbows with Gov. 
Wilder and film legends like Douglas Fairbanks Jr. 
when the University of Virginia kicks off the 
Virginia Festival of American Film Wednesday. 
The festival will focus on "Music in the Movies," 
and festival director Elizabeth Mathcny promises it 
will have "something for absolutely everyone!" 
Several movies, featuring stars like Robert Duvall, 
Sissy Spacek and Whoopi Goldberg, will have their 
East Coast premieres at the festival. 
The original cartoon that started the Looney Tunes, 
"A Wild Hare," will be presented as a Saturday 
morning treat with Bugs Bunny himself in 
attendance. 
Opening night features a screening of the silent 
film classic "The Thief of Baghdad" starring the late 
Douglas Fairbanks Sr. The screening will be 
introduced by his son, Douglas Fairbanks Jr., and 
Gov. Wilder will make opening remarks. The film's 
score will be performed live by the Virginia 
Symphony. 
The film festival was co-founded two years ago by 
UVa, the Virginia Film Office and Patricia Klugc, a 
resident of Charlottesville and former wife of 
billionaire John Kluge. 
Matheny said the festival was founded for three 
reasons: as an academic emphasis on filmmaking, as 
a marketing tool for Virginia and as a "wonderful 
cultural event." 
The academic emphasis is shown in the number of 
panel discussions concerning the art of moviemaking. 
These discussions concentrate primarily on the 
musical element of the process. 
A group of accomplished composers will discuss 
the creative process of scoring a film, including how 
"It's a soft sell to 
filmmakers during a 
beautiful time of the year 
in Virginia." 
Elizabeth Matheny 
UVa Rim Festival Director 
they work with directors and casts. The composers 
include Angelo Badalamenti who scored director David 
Lynch's film "Wild at Heart" and the TV series "Twin 
Peaks." 
There also will be a discussion featuring the special 
difficulties of putting together a musical. A special 
salute to George Sidney, the director of such musicals 
as "Bye Bye Birdie" and "Showboat," will be featured. 
Filmmakers involved in musicals that caused a 
sensation will present a discussion on "Music, Film 
and Frenzy" including the producers of "Dirty 
Dancing" and "A Hard Day's Night." 
An award for documentary filmmaking will be 
presented to Albert Maysles who co-directed "Gimme 
Shelter," a documentary on the Rolling Stones. Other 
"rockumentaries" will focus on The Talking Heads 
and The Band. 
Virginia is trying to attract the movie industry, 
Matheny said, and this film festival is a concentrated 
effort to show filmmakers what the Commonwealth 
has to offer. 
"It's a soft sell to filmmakers during a beautiful 
time of the year in Virginia," Matheny said. "We're 
trying to get them to shoot films here. It's a great 
place to film and it brings in money for the state." 
But aside from academic interests and gelling 
Hollywood's attention, Matheny said it's a 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for students to see a lot 
of great films. "Bright Angel," starring Sam Shepard, 
"The Long Walk Home," starring Spacek and 
Goldberg and "Love Hurts," starring Jeff Daniels, are 
among the movies premiering at the festival. 
Screenings of "classic" and diverse films such as 
"Psycho," "Taxi Driver," "Jane Eyre," "Gentlemen 
Prefer Blondes" and "King Kong" will be a focal 
point of the festival. 
"It's a chance for [students] to see films they might 
not have had an opportunity to see on the big screen." 
Matheny said. "You can look at these films from a 
different perspective." 
Information about times, costs and locations of 
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Mother's (Day 
Outstanding parent has 'overcome obstacles' 
Christy Mnmta0—_——__ 
assistant lifestyles ealtor 
Another Parents' Weekend has 
passed, and Moms and Dads are safely 
back at home with loads of JMU 
sweatshirts and this month's telecom 
bills. 
But one mom took home a little 
something extra. 
Student Ambassadors sponsored the 
Outstanding Parent Award — a contest 
for students to compose an essay 
telling why their parent or parents are 
special. 
Junior Michael Clarken's essay won, 
and his mother, Pamela Clarken, was 
presented with a commemorative 
plaque at Saturday's football game. 
Michael said he "decided to give it a 
shot" when he got an announcement 
about the contest in his mailbox and 
because his roommate is a Student 
Ambassador. He felt he should write 
about his mother because, "She's 
overcome obstacles many other people 
don't usually encounter, like my father 
dying and leaving her with my sister 
and me," he said. 
Every parent who was nominated 
was recognized through a flier inserted 
in me football program. About 50 
students submitted essays. 
Clarken had no idea her son had 
nominated her or that his essay had 
won until Saturday. "Mike said he had 
a big surprise for me, but I didn't have 
any idea what it was," she said. 
Clarken admitted raising two children 
alone took a good deal of effort. "I 
can't say it wasn't difficult, but they 
certainly made it a lot easier," she said. 
"Every parent should have a 
relationship with their children the way 
I do." 
Michael and his mother agreed since 
it was just die three of them, they 
became even closer. "We have a lot of 
fun — lots of good times," she said. 
"His attitude has been less than 
desirable at times," she said laughing, 
"but overall we have a wonderful 
dme." '  
MATT SCVWABEL/THE BREEZE 
Pamela Clarken receives her Outstanding Parent Award at the Parents' 
Weekend football game. 
Clarken said some parents miss 
having fun with their kids. "Lots of 
parents miss that. They don't really 
take the time to get to know them. 
"We take more time. We're very 
family-oriented," she said. 
But Clarken said her children are 
independent people. "Mike makes his 
own decisions. When he asks for 
advice, I give it. But he's very     * 
responsible.* •**  
"Some would call her 
the most versatile 
actress, expertly 




friend; the mom and 
the dad, but her acting 
was always real. 
Through it all she's 
never complained but 
done just the opposite; 
she's only been 
thankful that she has 
us ... My mother 
works 40 hours a week 
now and I am away at 
school, but everyday 
there is a call, or a 
note or a letter or a 
package in my P.O. box 
from my mom which in 
her words is, 'just to 
let you know I love 




Parent Award essay. 
rf 
wi 
"There's a very serious side to him, 
despite his craziness!" she said. 
Clarken also said she intends to 
support her children's decisions 
regarding their future. "There was no 
question that they wouldn't [go to 
college.] There are more opportunities 
for college graduates," she said. 
Michael, an international affairs 
major, said he would like to finish 
school, and travel and teach. 
Erika Freihage, a Student • -  
Ambassador who helped coordinate the 
contest, said the contest is new this 
year. "Student Ambassadors had gone 
on a convention and one school had 
done this and had an overwhelming 
response. 
"It's a way to let students recognize 
their parents for what [the parents] do," 
she said. 
"For the first year, I was really 
impressed with die response," she said. 
"Next year we're expecting even more." 
»J- 
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For Your Health 
. > 
Learning how lo lake care of yourself and your 
health is easier than you may think. The first step 
toward quality health care is self care. 
Self care allows you to become a vital member of 
your health care team at the Health Center. It means 
knowing when to treat an ailment at home and when 
to visit the Health Center. It also means avoiding 
unhealthy lifestyle choices such as smoking, alcohol 
and drug misuse, inactivity and poor eating habits. 
Finally, self care means becoming an active 
participant in your health care choices. 
Many common ailments — such as colds and 
minor scrapes and bruises can be treated safely 
without a physician's assistance. 
The Health Center's Cold Clinic is designed as a 
leaching model to encourage independence and lo 
educate the student population on the symptoms, 
effects and preventive measures relative lo the 
common cold. 
Over-the-counter medications are available upon 
completion of the self-assessment questionnaire. 
There arc educational displays lo instruct students as 
they complete the questionnaire. 
The Cold Clinic, located in the lobby of the Health 
Center, is available to students during regular hours 
of operation. 
If an ailment cannot be treated safely without 
professional assistance, be sure to seek prompt 
medical treatment and follow the nurse's or 
physician's instructions exactly. 
Self care begins again at home after you leave the 
Health Center. 
By following treatment advice and taking 
medications as prescribed, you can greatly enhance 
and often hasten your recovery. 
If your instructions arc unclear, ask questions. 
Given the choice, most of us would prefer to 
prevent a disease before it happens rather than be 
treated for an ailment after the fact. 
Fortunately, many of the life-threatening diseases 
affecting us today such as cancer, high blood pressure 
and heart disease often can be prevented by making 
healthy lifestyle choices. 
Stopping smoking, restricting alcohol and drugs, 
becoming more physically fit and eating foods that 
arc low in fats and cholesterol and high in complex 
carbohydrates arc all wise choices for a healthier, 
happier, longer life. 
Self care means taking charge of your own health 
and wcllncss. 
Learn all you can about assuming that 
responsibility by attending seminars and health fairs 
such as the one scheduled for Nov. 12 and 13, and the 
wcllncss fair the Health Center sponsors in the 
spring. 
The Wcllncss Peer Educators provide programs on 
numerous health-related topics and are a good source 
of valuable information. 
And when professional treatment is required, it 
means asking questions, understanding your options 
and, when necessary, getting a second opinion. 
Participate in your health. In a sense, you arc the 
doctor. 
Nancy Grembi 
assistant director for Health Promotion 
JMU Health Center 
(Do you fiavt 
something to 
say? 
We're sending a message 
to the American military 
personnel in the Middle 
East. Send a note of 25 
words or less to Laura or 
Christy at The Breeze. 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, by 
Oct. 25. Well print your 
messages on Nov. 1 and 
then we'll send them to 
the Persian Gulf. 
The Breeze reserves the right 







Sat., Nov. 3 - Bullets vs. Bulls -  Leave 4 pm, Return Midnite, $30, 
^ £aPi*S1 £entr.®   Contact UPB Office (x6217) for more info. 
Thurs., Nov. 12 - Ventriloquist Jeff Dunham & Peanut —Wilson— 8:00 pm—$2.00 
Thurs., Nov. 8 - Hypnotist Tom Deluca —P.C. Ballroom— 8KK) pm—$2.00 
MoviesThisWeeA... 
Tues., Oct. 23,    Gone With the Wind   7 & 9:30 Grafton- Stovall $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out 
Wed., Oct. 24. The Maltese Falcon   7 & 9:30    $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out ID   G/S 
Thuis., Oct. 25,    Rebel Without a Cause 7 & 9:30   $1.50 w/ID $2.00 w/out   G/S 
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 26 & 27, Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein      7 & 9:30   $1.50 w/ID 
Sun., Oct. 28, The Shining 7:30   FREE G/S $2.00 w/out G/S 
Special Announcements... 
INTERNATIONAL CULTURE WEEK - NOV. 5-8 
PUBLIC ENEMY wIROB BASE - SUNDAY, NOV. 18 TICKETS GO ON 
~    ^ ,,   „, SALE NOV. 5 
CALL THE UPB HOTLTNK   XMOd 
I*fc/ cArusURE 
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Play the market 
Investment game readies students for future 
Robyn Williams  
staff writer 
Interested in playing the stock 
market, but don't want to risk losing 
your financial- savings? Well, now's 
your golden opportunity. 
Three years ago, Tim DeMcllo, 31, a 
former stockbroker in Boston, created 
Wall Street Games Inc., the company 
that runs the AT&T Collegiate 
Investment Challenge. He wanted 
students to experience the stock market 
realistically without the financial loss. 
AT&T now is sponsoring its third 
annual Collegiate Investment 
Challenge. All participants start with 
a hypothetical bank account of 
$500,000 and an official stock guide. 
Students decide when to buy and sell 
shares of more than 5,000 industrial 
stocks in corporate America, based on 
their intuitions or outside sources. 
Participants can call a toll-free AT&T 
800-number to talk to "brokers" at 
Wall Street Games. Trading is allowed 
only during actual stock market hours. 
The registration fee is $49.95. While 
this may seem expensive, "students in 
the past have often gotten into groups 
of two, three or four to divide the cost 
and play as a team," said Debbie Fink, 
president of the JMU Financial 
Management Association. 
However, only one name is accepted 
on the registration form and only that 
person can receive recognition or 
prizes. 
The purchase and sale of stocks 
begins Nov. 1 and continues for four 
months. When the market closes at 4 
p.m. Eastern Standard Time on Feb. 
28, the game is over. 
At the end of each month, students 
receive a personal record of their 
transactions and an account statement. 
Students also will learn their rank in 
their school, state and in the country. 
Participants also get a monthly 
newsletter called "The Collegiate 
Exchange" containing information 
about the current stock market 
structure and a list of the top 
competitors. 
There is an educational value to this 
game of fun and chance, founder 
DeMello said. The Challenge "brings 
the world of financial markets to 
students, and the knowledge they gain 
can be valuable to them after 
graduation as they begin careers," he 
said. 
Fink agreed. "This is a chance for 
beneficial hands-on experience for any 
business major." 
Participants can gain knowledge and 
an abundance of prizes and have 
nothing except the registration fee to 
lose. More than $200,000 in cash and 
other merchandise is given to winners. 
Those students who rank in the top 
200 nationally each month will win an 
embroidered, heavy-weight reverse 
weave sweatshirt from Champion. 
USA Today, the Bahamas Ministry of 
Tourism and Champion USA also arc 
sponsors of the event. 
The top-10 collegiate finishers will 
receive cash scholarship awards ranging 
from $1,000 to $25,000. Each winner 
and his or her guest also will be flown 
to the Bahamas for a week's vacation. 
Last year's top winner was Doris 
Anne Wart of Louisiana State 
University. She increased her stock 
portfolio from $500,000 to a final 
value of $1,248,559, making her a 
"millionaire". 
"At the end of the second month, I 
was ranked around 4,000th place," 
Wart said. "But I learned from my 
mistakes and my strategics paid off. I 
ended up in first place. 
"The publicity I received was great 
experience for my future career in 
politics, and the $25,000 I won will 
help pay for law school." 
One other student crossed the million 
mark, while only four went broke. 
In the College Division, the school 
with the highest average account value 
among all participating students is 
declared the top college in the country. 
George Mason University ranked fifth 
in last year's list of the lop 10. 
Last fall, the game attracted 15,000 
student participants representing 
schools in every state. JMU students 
have played since the game's debut in 
1988, and other active Virginia schools 
include the College of William and 
Mary, Longwood College, Old 
Dominion University, Radford 
University, Virginia Tech, Virginia 
Commonwealth University and the 
University of Virginia. 
There arc separate divisions for high 
school students and educators. For a 
registration fee of $39.95, college 
professors also can play the AT&T 
Collegiate Investment Challenge. This 
year's top teacher will win a trip for 
two to the Bahamas. 
Every Monday while the game is in 
action, the Money section of USA 
Today will publish the competition 
standings for over six million readers 
to see. When the game is over, the top 
students, schools and professors will 
be highlighted in a full page ad. 
To register, any undergraduate or 
graduate student can call toll-free 
1-800-545-1990 and receive 
competition rules and the necessary 
materials to play. The deadline for 
registration is Saturday, Oct. 27. 
-4 
Dollars and Sense 
Bear market may be as bad 
as Wall Street crash of '87 
This stock market is tough. But three years ago 
last Friday, share prices fell off a cliff, wiping out 
fortunes and squashing dreams in Wall Street's 
most harrowing chapter. 
The crash of Oct. 19,1987 left an ugly scar. The 
Dow Jones industrial average reeled 508 points 
(22.6 percent) in one day — erasing $500 billion of 
wealth — on paper, at least 
Still, many say the bear gripping the market 
today is even worse. It hacks away at your 
investment day after day for months and comes at a 
time when the economy is so weak that it can offer 
only the faintest hope for a recovery in stock 
prices. 
Painful as the crash was, it was over in a day. 
The Dow surged 289 points over the next two 
sessions. For all of |987, the Dow gained 2.3 
Percent      fcVJV&Jk. 
The bear market in place today promises to be far 
less subject to a quick turnaround. The Dow is 
down 18.2 percent this year, and broader market 
averages have been hit even harder. Ultimately, 
losses in this market could be far wider reaching 
than in the crash. After all, so quick was the crash 
of 1987 that few individuals had the chance to sell 
before the worst was over. Many simply held on 
and enjoyed the rebound. 
'Gold' cards are not quite 
as prestigious as believed 
Gold credit cards once placed you in "a unique and 
distinguished group," as the advertisements 
claimed, but they're now so common that it's hard 
to tell a "prestige" card from a regular one. 
But prestige still is one of the enticements card 
issuers use to lure customers, says Bankcard 
"Holders «f Americt, a^Henrtdon-based non-profit 
consumer credit education and advocacy group. 
Prestige comes at a price, however. In a new 
16-page Consumer Guide to Gold Credit Cards, 
BHA warns that most gold cards cost more than 
standard cards. 
A BHA survey shows that annual fees for gold 
cards range from nothing to $100, with an average 
of $36, while those for standard cards range from 
zero to $55, with an average of $17. 
What's more, the benefit "enhancements" 
accompanying most gold cards are used by fewer 
than 5 percent of cardholders and, in some cases, arc 
available on standard cards or elsewhere for less 
money, the guide says. 
Since income and application requirements often 
are more stringent, higher credit limits are allowed 
with a gold card. But, says BHA, these limits often 
are available without a gold card. 
Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College 
.Information Natwon> I 
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Economic downslide might cause job scarcity for attorneys 
James Kim 
USATodayl 
Apple College Irfo Network 
NEW YORK — Tom Schlenker had just finished 
lunch wilh an eager recruit and was confident he 
could woo the aspiring lawyer to Jackson & 
Walker, the Texas law firm where Schlenker started 
his own career four years ago. 
Back in the firm's office in downtown Houston, 
however, anxious faces were everywhere, eroding 
Schlenker's optimism and making him feel that bad 
news was imminent. Sure enough, his boss soon 
beckoned, and the irony of his lunch-time recruiting 
effort became painfully clear. 
Schlenker was told he had five days to clear out. 
"Why me?," thought the 31-year-old lawyer, one of 
15 lawyers and 29 others axed by the Texas firm. 
In this once rarefied, now struggling profession, 
layoffs used to be unusual. "When it did happen, it 
was for being an alcoholic or sleeping with 
someone's wife or something personal," said K.C. 
Victor, a headhunter who specializes in recruiting 
lawyers. "Now, it no longer makes your mouth 
drop." 
In big cities across the nation, law firms are 
under financial pressure for the first time since the 
great boom in lawyering began in the early 1980s. 
For some firms — especially those that depended 
heavily on real estate or corporate merger work — 
the pain is quickly getting worse. 
Last year, the softening of the economy and the 
demise of merger mania clipped the growth in 
revenue per lawyer at private firms to 4 percent 
nationwide, compared to 10 percent the year before, 
according to a survey by consulting firm Altman & 
Weil. Among the 100 largest firms, revenue per 
lawyer grew 6 percent, compared to 13 percent the 
previous year. 
This year, merger business is even slower. So is 
the economy, prompting corporations to slash 
outside legal expenses wherever possible. And atop 
that has come a near collapse in commercial real 
estate, a major source of work for many big law 
firms. That has increased the worry in Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, Houston, Chicago and elsewhere. 
But the hardest hit firms remain those on the East 
Coast. Law schools nationwide say big Eastern 
firms are cutting back or canceling campus 
recruiting trips. Some Washington, D.C., firms 
that once routinely offered jobs to all their summer 
interns now hire only a few of them. 
The National Law Journal reports that even 
recruits with top credentials have trouble getting 
interviews in Boston, and Philadelphia is buzzing 
with tales of newly hired law school graduates 
being told not to show up for work after all. 
In New York, the doors are slamming not only 
on grads, but on experienced lawyers. Top-flight 
firms are cutting staff by 10 percent and more. 
Fried Frank Harris Shriver & Jacobson; Millbank 
Tweed Hadley & McCloy; Cahill Gordon & 
Reindel; Shea & Gould; and Willkie Farr & 
Gallagher have cut about 20 to 40 lawyers each this 
year. 
It's not all doom and gloom. Bankruptcy lawyers 
still can write their own tickets in most places. So 
can corporate lawyers with experience in 
"workouts" — bailing debt-ridden companies out of 
trouble. Environmental law remains hot. So does 
patent and intellectual property law, especially in 
California and Washington, D.C. 
But tapping new areas often requires pain. 
"You're constantly shifting," said Michael French, 
managing partner at Jackson & Walker, which fired 
Schlenker. "Some areas get hot while others cool 
off. But it usually doesn't require layoffs." 
While the proliferation of pink slips is the most 
visible sign of turmoil, it's clear a new world of 
lawyering is dawning. Firms will advertise and 
market like never before, and they will tap non-law 
sources of revenue, turn over management to 
non-lawyers — and cut the fat built up in the 
1980s.  ' 
Not only are the reins being pulled in on salary 
growth, but scores of firms are raising performance 
standards. Consulting firm Altman & Weil said 
firms that once gave new associates five to seven 
years to prove themselves are cutting that to three 
years. Other trends: 
• Marketing mania: More firms are hiring 
marketing directors to seek new clients. 
• Diversification: A host of firms have started 
consulting businesses. 
• Professional management: More firms are 
hiring non-lawyers — often with MBAs — to run 
their firms. "To assume you don't need professional 
management is foolish," said Richard Santagali, of 
Boston's Gaston & Snow, a non-lawyer whose 
official title is chief executive. 
i 
«.*• 
Thing to stretch dollars when 
wu'rcumiputershtippingtkxsn'tiTiean 
you're willing to make sacrifices. 
That's why you should consider the new. afltwdahle Macintosh* Classic" computer. 
It has everything you need—including a monitor, keyboard, mouse. 2 megabytes of 
RAM. and a nO-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and the Macinti >sh Classk' is ready 
to run. because the .system software is already installed! And. thanks to the Macintosh 
computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up ami running in no time. 
Like every Macintosh, the Classk can run thousands of available applications that all 
work in the same, consistent way—so once you've learned tme program, you're well on your 
way to learning them all. And this is one cheap nxmimate that doesn't have trouble sharing. 
The Apple* Su|*rDrive L!!-sundafd equipment with every Macintosh—reads from and 
writes to Macintosh. MS-DOS. OS/2, ami Apjile 11 flippy disks, which means you can share 
in&xmatkm with .someone who uses a different type of computer. 
See the Macintosh Classk for yourself. I; II change your mind about cheap roommates. 
- •   - ■-'»»■ 
For further information visit 
JMU Bookstore 
Warren Campus Center 
568-3989 
Sales apply only to JMU Faculty, Staff, and Students 
ffc   The pi )\wr ti > he your hest" 
povnowni m>MVi*-io-taia £*-».»• »c C»»> i a-«»»»«l»•*-•" w->»«io»«c.C<»-.Mr i"c MS OCA 
iirl9wM»»H-jnrMciita»C<roa'it«
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JMU miscues help Penguins stay perfect 
MwR. Crate 
staffwriter 
The way the Dukes hung on to the 
football Saturday, they may well have 
played with a live pig instead of a 
pigskin. In either case, it was sloppy. 
The sixth-ranked Division I-AA 
Youngstown State Penguins, 8-0, took 
advantage of five JMU turnovers, 
scoring touchdowns after two fumbles, 
enroute to a 31-15 final. JMU, now 
4-3, saw its four-game win streak end 
in front of a Parent's Day crowd of 
12,812 at Bridgeforth Stadium. 
"Against a superior team we can't 
afford to turn the ball over as much as 
we have," JMU head coach Joe 
Purzycki said. "You're going to have 
turnovers in this kind of offense, but 
obviously you're going to have to 
limit them." 
JMU fumbled eight times on the day 
with Youngstown recovering four. In 
addition, the Dukes had eight penalties 
which set them back 78 yards. 
"No excuses on the fumbles," 
Purzycki said. "If we're going to run 
option and pitch the ball we've just got 
to execute those plays." 
The Dukes were wary of return man 
PENGUINS page 22 VASHA HUNT/THE BREEZE Younstown State quarterback Ray Issac tries to shed JMU's Richard Grevious in Saturday's game. 
Dukes clip Cards' wings 5-1 
LvnneOuttand 
staffwriter 
The JMU's women's soccer team shook off their 
losses to American and Radford this week with a 5-1 
rout over the University of Louisville Cardinals at 
home yesterday. The win upped the Dukes record to 
10-6. 
During most of the first half, JMU had some 
difficulty penetrating a tight Louisville defense. The 
Dukes had several opportunities to score taking 14 
comer kicks during the first half. The Dukes were 
only able to capatalize on one. 
Freshman Carrie Proost took most of the corner 
kicks and tried to explain why JMU had such a hard 
time scoring at first 
"I guess my balls weren't as good as usual and the 
goalie got a lot of them," Proost said. "We just 
weren't converting, I guess." 
Proost usually has no problem when it comes to 
passes and comer kicks. She is JMU's leader in 
assists with 11, one coming in the Louisville game. 
She had what she thought was her first goal of the 
season in the second half, but it was called back 
because she was offsides. 
JMU was finally able to part the sea of red 





SOCCER page22      JMU's Lara 
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Juenger attempts a header. 
stqffwruer 
The JMU Invitational Relays, held Sunday in 
Savage Natatorium, drew teams came from the 
University of Richmond and Shippensburg State 
to compete along with host team JMU. The 
Dukes dominated the event, winning both the 
men's and women's competitions in swimming 
and diving. 
The women's swimming and diving team took 
first in every event for 182 total points, followed 
by a distant Shippensburg State at 118. The meet 
opened the women's schedule. 
The men's swimming and diving team squeaked 
past Shippensburg State, last year's Pennsylvania 
State Athletic Conference champions. 160-148 
also for a first-place finish. The men are now 
2-0, following an opening win against Radford. 
'page23 
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CONTINUED from page 22 
Archie Herring, the number-one 
kickoff returner in I-AA football, 
averaging 36.6 yards a return. While he 
didn't do any damage directly, his 
presence was damaging enough. 
"We cut the field down for the 
benefit of Youngstown," Purzycki 
said. "We didn't want to kick off to 
Archie Herring and we got into a short 
kick game and I thought we cut the 
field that way. And we cut the field in 
half in turnovers. At times I thought 
our defense played exceptional, but 
Youngstown did what they did all year 
— capitalize on big plays." 
Big plays were the key as 
Youngstown scored five times, 
including passing touchdowns of 49 
and 28 yards and a 49-yard run—none 
involving Herring, who had returned 
two kickoffs for touchdowns this year. 
Herring finished with no return yards 
and just six yards on nine carries. 
"I would never kick to Herring, 
never," Youngstown coach Jim Trcsscl 
said. "Why people all year long have 
kicked to Herring is beyond me." 
But the Penguins used nine different 
receivers as quarterback Ray Isaac 
finished the day 11 of 19 for 173 yards 
and three touchdowns, including the 
opening drive of the afternoon. 
"If he's on, we're on," Tressel said. 
"He made good decisions. We don't 
care who the [receiver] is. We just 
want our quarterback to throw to the 
open guy." 
JMU popped up the opening kickoff, 
giving Youngstown first down on its 
35-yard line. On second and 17 at 
JMU's 49-yard line, wide recivcr Ray 
Ellington juggled in an Isaac pass at 
the goal line over cornerback Chris 
Parrolt and free safety Eupton Jackson. 
Parrott started in place of John 
Gutter, who was sidelined with an 
aggravation to an old neck injury. 
Anthony Mclvcr replaced an. injured 
Don   Phclps   as   the   other  JMU 
SEAN SPRINGER/THE BREEZE 
The Dukes' Leon Taylor runs out of room against Youngstown State in the Penguins' 31-15 victory. 
cornerback. 
Later in the first quarter, JMU used a 
big play of its own after the Penguins 
failed to convert a fourth down at the 
JMU 41. Halfback Leon Taylor look a 
pitch off the option from quarterback 
Eriq Williams, turned the comer and 
sped 59 yards down the sideline for the 
touchdown. Johnny Perez's extra point 
tied the game at 7-7. 
"Really with the exception of that 
one play our defense did very, very 
well, and our offense got in the 
end/one," Trcsscl said. "Whenever you 
face the option you have to be 
assignment perfect." 
For JMU, Williams couldn't find any 
seam in the Penguins' defense and after 
the opening third quarter series was 
replaced by Tom Green who led the 
Dukes to one touchdown and a second 
drive that ended at (he 1-yard line. 
"I don't know why, I was just 
ineffective," Williams said. "They were 
a good defensive team, but they didn't 
seem that extraordinary." 
After racking up a career high in 
rushing last week, Williams was held 
to just 2 yards on 12 carries and had a 
tough time finding an open receiver. 
"He's the big play guy," Tressel said 
of Williams. "We're assignment sound, 
aud we took good angles to [stop 
him]." 
Both teams had 15 first downs and 
held the ball for half the game, but the 
similarities seem to end there. JMU 
outgained Youngstown 343-311 in 
total yards, but only 77 of those were 
passing. 
"We wanted to be as wide open as we 
could," Purzycki said. "We called a 
great deal more passes than we have in 
. • 
the opening sue games hopefully to try 
and loosen up things. For one reason 
or another a lot of the passes we called 
didn't get lofted." 
Youngstown added a 26-yard field 
goal with 25 seconds left in the first 
Soccer  
CONTINUED from page. 22 
when defender Nora Maguirc shot a free kick off the 
crossbar and the ball was knocked into the goal by 
Chantel Schwandt. 
After the first JMU goal, the Louisville defense was 
visibly shaken and slowly deteriorated th<«rcsl of the 
game. Louisville had barely recovered from Maguirc's 
goal when freshman Jonncll Berry received a comer 
kick form Proost and shot at close range right into 
the goal. JMU's second goal came less than a minute 
after the first. 
JMU came into the second half still fired up from 
their late first half goals. Berry scored again for 
JMU's third goal about 17 minutes into the half. She 
look a pass from Chantel Schwandt, dribbled down to 
the goal and took a direct shot from about five yards 
out that went straight into the center of the net. 
Coach Lombardo believed the team really came 
together at this point. 
"Somewhere around the third goal I fell that the veil 
of mediocrity that we'd been wallowing in was lifted," 
he said 
Freshman Suzie Pizzurro was the next JMU player 
to score, less than two minutes after Berry's goal. She 
shot unassisted from the left side of the goal and 
punched the ball past Garchck for the fourth goal of 
the game. # •   • • 
Maguirc scored the next goal, her second of the 
game, about nine minutes after Pizzurro's shot. She 
converted a free kick from LeeAnne Marinaccio and 
sent a shot from about 20 yards out, sailing over new 
Cardinals goalie Molly Hollcran. 
Maguire said, "I was really glad to hit that second 
[goal]. The first one was, well, it went off the 
crossbar, but the second one was good." 
JMU was not able to score any more that afternoon 
but had at least two shots called back for offsides. 
Louisville scored its only goal of the game with 
only four seconds left in the game. Louisville 
midfielder Beth Ayers took the ball downficld and 
shot a cross pass to Kelly Dutton, who shot past 
surprised JMU goalie Lori Grant. 
"That goal was an unfortunate mental error," 
Lombardo said. 
Maguire felt that Louisville (4-13) did not have a 
patkularly strong showing. 
"They were slow." she said. They moved the ball 
pretty well, and they had some good players, but they 
couldn't put it together as a whole." 
JMU certainty washable to put it together. They 
played smoothly, and it was obvious they had been 
working on certain plays in practice. 
"We showed a lot of teamwork in our 
communicating with each other," Maguire said. 
"It was a great team effort," Lombardo added. 
Maguire believes the Dukes have a good chance of 
upsetting William and Mary when they travel to 
Williamsburg Wednesday. 
"We played really well," she said.  "It's good tago 
into Willjarn^and. Mary with this kind of a win. 
Anyone can win on any given day." 
Pfoos't added, ,!If we play like we did today, William 
and Mary is definitely beatable." 
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CONTINUED from page 21 
Women sweep events 
The women divers were led by senior Heather 
Stewart and freshman Sandy Martello, combined 
winners of the 1-meter diving event, and junior Mary 
Sink, who won the 3-meter contest along with 
Stewart. Martello and Stewart compiled a score of 
382.95 in the 1-meter while Stewart and Sink 
finished with a 463.40 total on the 3-mcter. 
Beginning the day of first-place finishes for the 
MEUSSA RNEO/THE BREEZE 
JMU's Paul Lord dives from the 3-meter board. 
swimmers was the 800-meter relay team. The Dukes 
did not look back from then, finishing first in every 
event. The 300- meter butterfly team of Lottie 
Swanson, Renee Newlin and Cindy Walker posted a 
3:02.59 in their event, while Walker, Juliana Pulsifcr 
and Michelle Stefan finished in 3:18.62 in the 
300-meter backstroke. Also spurring the Dukes on 
was the 200-meter freestyle team of JoJo Rogers, 
Lottie Swanson, Sarah Getgood and Kristianna 
Fischer, who swam a 1:42.70. 
JMU also received numerous second, third and 
fourth-place Finishes, all of which won praise from 
third-year head coach Judy Wolfe. 
"We swam very well today," she said. "Our most 
versatile events were the back, breast and butterfly 
strokes. 
"We were also much stronger in the freestyle than 
we have been in the past," Wolfe said. 
The Dukes next competition is at home against East 
Carolina on Nov. 3 in a Colonial Athletic Conference 
match. 
Shippensburg places distant second 
Pacing the mens' divers were Andy Sheehy and 
Brian Maher, winners of both the 1 and 3-meter 
diving events with total scores of 433.05 and 463.40. 
The nearest competitor was Shippensburg, who 
trailed the Dukes by more than 200 points after the 
1-meter competion. 
Today was great," JMU head coach Charles Arnold 
said. "We really didn't expect to win because we didn't 
stack most of our relays. We split them instead." 
The swimming portion of the meet found the JMU 
men hard pressed to defeat Shippensburg. The two 
teams alternated between first- and second-place 
finishes throughout the day. The JMU men finishing 
first in several events including the 300-meter 
breaststroke, 200- and 800-meter freestyle, and the 
200-meter medley. 
The 1,500-meter freestyle team of Scott Rodgers, 
Karl Palmgren and Dave Tyler captured first in their 
event with a time of 14:44.79. Jeremy Davey, Cliff 
Chandler, Chris Bachhuber and Mike Lynch made up 
the 400-meter individual medley team winning with a 
time of 3:44.43. The 400 freestyle, 400 and 800 
medley, 300 butterfly and 300 backstroke teams each 
received second-place finishes. 
Arnold felt the team's victory in the 300-meter 
breaststroke was a "pleasant surprise" and their overall 
performance was good. 
On Nov. 3, the squad faces East Carolina in a 
conference meet 
"That one is a big meet, but it's encouraging to 
have such outstanding performances so early in the 
year," Arnold said. 
Earlier in the season, the team defeated Radford for 
its first win. Its record now stands at 2-0. 
Women's Swimming Results 
800-medley relay—JMU (McDonnell, Hoskins, Lipp, 
Rogers) 9:06.84 
300-butterfly relay—JMU (Swanson, Newlin, 
Walker) 3:02.59 
300-backstroke relay—JMU (Walker, Pulsifcr, 
Stefan) 3:08.57 
300-breaststroke relay—JMU (Getgood, Santrock, 
Hoskins) 3:34.54 
TEE MORRB/THE BREEZE 
A swimmer makes his turn during the JMU 
Invitational Relays. The JMU took first in every 
event. The men also won handily. 
Penguins. 
CONTINUED from page 23 
quarter. Later in the half, Isaac's second 
touchdown pass gave the Penguins a 
17-7 halftime advantage. JMU, who 
had scored 48 points in both the third 
and fourth quarters prior to Saturday, 
still felt they had a chance. 
"Granted they're sixth in the country, 
but they weren't the toughest team that 
we played," defensive tackle Jermel 
Harris said. "Not taking anything away 
from them but we've played tougher 
teams I believe." 
The Penguins scored on their first 
possession of the second half as Isaac 
scrambled and bolted 49 yards for 
Youngstown's third touchdown and led 
24-7. On the Dukes' next scries, Mike 
Campbell, who rushed five times 
netting 2 yards, fumbled and the 
Penguins punched it in the endzone 
again. This time it was a 4-yard roll 
out pass to the left by Isaac to Troy 
Carter for an eventual 31-7 lead. 
Green brought JMU down field the 
rest of the day, directing a 14-play, 58- 
yard drive ending on a 2-yard Campbell 
touchdown. The two-point conversion 
failed, and JMU trailed 31-13 with 
12:37 to play. 
"Offensively, I felt like we left the 
[JMU] defense on the field too long," 
Green said. "If we can hold onto the 
ball just a little bit more, we'll be 
fine." 
Redshirt freshman Joe Sparksman 
took the brunt of the rushing duties as 
well, carrying 13 times for 76 yards. 
"You try to go with the hot hand," 
Purzycki said about Sparksman and 
Green. 
JMU's final points came on a safety. 
The Dukes drove to the Youngstown 
1-yard line using a number of plays 
including a variation of last year's 
Hammerrooski with the 
multi-dimensional Shclton Colbert 
rumbling 52 yards. But they failed to 
score. The defense held the 
clock-consuming Penguins and on 
fourth and nine at its own two, 
Youngstown snapped the ball over the 
head of the punier giving JMU two 
points. 
The Multi-bone has been seven 
weeks in the offering, and from the 
films Youngstown saw they weren't 
surprised JMU quarterbacks threw only 
19 times. 
"That's not their bread and butter," 
Tressel said. "They're not a throw 
team. They're type of offense is a little 
more difficult when they're behind and 
that's no secret to them." 
"I don't think Xs and Os make the 
team," he said. "That's an Xs and Os 
doo-dad offense." 
Before Saturday, JMU had beaten 
teams with a collective 3-22 record and 
had more than 13 turnovers in the past 
three games, two statistics Purzycki 
hopes to improve on. 
"The only way to master self 
confidence is master effectiveness," 
Purzycki said. "The only way to 
master effectiveness is to do it in 
practice. We have to go back and not 
get fancy to try to continue to practice 
the same things over and over again. 
Self confidence always comes out of 
mastery of a task." 
"We'll just try our best going into 









JMU . .. Notre Dame 
JMU will attempt to rebound from last 
weekend's loss when they travel to Annapolis, 
Md. Saturday to face Division I-A Navy for the 
third time in school history. 
The teams have split the series, with JMU 
winning last year 24-20 in Annapolis. The 
Middies beat JMU 27-14 in 1988. Navy (3-3) will 
try to use their game with JMU to build 
confidence as they travel to Giants Stadium Nov. 
3 to face Notre Dame. 
The Middies had an off week this past weekend. 
They beat the University of Akron 17-13 on Oct. 
13. 
Around the nation 
We're number one 
The Football team at the University of Virginia 
is not the only top-ranked Cavalier squad. The 
women's soccer team, 16-0, before games this 
weekend with North Carolina and Dayton, is also 
#1 in the polls. The team has shut out their 
opponents in 10 of their 16 wins. 
In general, UVa sports programs arc enjoying an 
incredibly successful fall semester. The defending 
co-national champion men's soccer team currently 
is ranked seventh in the country, while their field 
hockey team is also a top-20 squad. 
Blame in on Rijo 
The Cincinnati Reds surprising sweep of the 
Athletics marks the first lime that a team that 
swept a World Series in the previous year, got 
swept the next year. Oakland, which breezed by 
San Francisco 4-0 in last year's "earthquake" 
series, was quickly polished off by the Reds this 
year. Las Vegas lincsmakcrs had the Reds as a 
50-1 shot to sweep. 
Jose Rijo, winner of game one and four and 
series MVP, is coincidcntally the son-in-law of 
Hall of Famcr Juan Marichal. Marichal, who 
never won a World Scries game, currently serves 
as a scout of Latin-American players for the 
Athletics and owns a 1989 World Scries ring. 
STATOFTHEDAY 
Stop right there 
JMU quarterback Eriq Williams had been 
running wild up until Saturday's game with 
Youngstown State, rushing for over 100 yards in 
successive games. Against the Penguins however, 
Williams found himself running backwards most 
of the time. He rushed 12 times for two yards. 
Here is a look at his rushing statistics this season: 
Sept. 8 vs. Liberty: 23 rushes, 63 yards. 
Sept. 15 at VMI: 16 rushes, 136 yards. 
Sept. 22 at Richmond: 13 rushes, 44 yards. 
Sept. 29 vs. Newbcrry: 6 rushes, 25 yards. 
Oct. 6 vs. Northeastern: 19 rushes, 106 yards. 
Oct. 13 at Towson State: 25 rushes, 135 yards. 
Oct. 20 vs. Youngstown: 12 rushes, 2 yards. 





Youngstown     10 7   14 0—31 
JMU 7  0    0 8—15 
First Quarter 
YSU—Ellington, 49-yard pass 
from Isaac (Wilkins kick), 
13:03. 
JMU—Taylor 59-yard run (Perez 
kick) 5:50. 
YSU—Wilkins, 26-yard field 
goal. 
Second Quarter 
YSU—Williams 28-yard pass 
from Isaac (Wilkins kick), 
11:33. 
Third Quarter 
YSU—Isaac 49-yard run (Wilkins 
kick), 10:53. 
YSU—Carter 4-yard pass from 
Isaac (Wilkins kick), 
Fourth Quarter 
JMU—Campbell, 2-yard run 




First downs        15 15 
Rushes-yards     45-138 51-266 
Passing yards     173 77 
Comp-Att-Int     11-19-0 8-20-1 
Return yards      9 23 
Punts-avg. 4-35 4-39 
Fumblcs-lost     2-0 8-4 
Penal ties-yards 5-26 8-78 
TimeofPoss.    29:45 30:15 
Individual Statistics 
RUSHING—YSU: Smith 7-49. 
Isaac 12-41, Patton 13-33, Stara 
2-8, Herring 9-6, Cochran 1-1. 
Stollo 1-0; JMU: Taylor 8-95. 
Sparksman 13-76, Colbert 1-52, 
Green 8-29. Lanicr 3-9, Williams 
12-2, Campbell 5-2, Sims 1-1. 
PASSING—YSU: Isaac 
11-19-3,173 yds. JMU: 
Williams 4-9-1,44 yds. Green 
4-10-0. 33 yds. 
RECEIVING—YSU: Ellington 
2-68. Williams 1-28. Patton 
1-28, Sirollo 2-16, Rekstis 
1-11, Smith 1-9, Bollinger 1-7, 
Carter 1-4. Stara 1-2; JMU: 
Thorton 5-59. Campbell 2-9. 
Taylor 1-9. 
MISSED FIELD 
GOALS—JMU: Perez, 45 yds. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Friday, Oct. 19. Miami: 
JMU 3 2—5 
Central Florida 0 0—0 
GOALS—JMU: Engelfried (2) 
1:48 and 68:35, Burke (2) 23:49 
and 42:39, Sampson 62:22. 
ASSISTS—JMU: Burke. 
SHOTS—JMU 14, Central 
Florida 6. 
SAVES—JMU: Fant 4; Central 
Florida: Menard 6. 
Saturday, Oct. 20. Miami: 
JMU 01—1 
FIU 1 2—3 
GOALS—JMU: Burke 52:06; 
FIU: Vesclka (2) 22:20 and 
64:05, Berounsky 73:51. 
ASSISTS—Torrejon. 
SHOTS—JMU 9, FIU 7. 
SAVES—JMU: Fant 3; FIU: 
Antonopoulos 4. 
RECORDS: JMU 12-5. FIU 4-11. 
JMU 2 3—5 
Louisville 0 1—1 
GOALS—JMU: Schwandt 35:44. 
Berry 36:29 and 61:53. Pizzurro 
63:18. Maguirc 72:07; 
Louisville: Dutton 89:56. 
ASSISTS—JMU: Maguire. 
Proost, Schwandt. Pizzurro. 
Louisville: Ayers. 
SHOTS—JMU 31, Louisville 2. 
SAVES—JMU: Grant 1; 
Louisville: Garchcck 8, Hollcran 
4. 
RECORDS: JMU 10-6, 
Louisville 3-14. 
GOLF 
Virginia Men's Intercollegiate Golf 
Chmpionship, Hot Springs, Va.: 
The JMU men's golf team lied for 
eighlh of 11 teams at ihe 
Virginia Intercollegiate 
Championships held last 
weekend in Hot Springs, Va. The 
Dukes team score was 
303-324—627. Virginia won the 
tournament with a team score of 
295-303—598, seven strokes 
better than Old Dominion. 
ECAC Womcns Golf 
Championships, Oct 19-21, 
Perm State: 
The JMU women's golf team 
finished third of ten teams at the 
tournament with a total score of 
1000. Host Perm Slate won the 
event with a 951, followed by 
distant runner-up 
UNC-Wilmington with a 998. 
JMU results: 
Molly McCann 81-82-84—247. 
Calay Jaynes 86-82-80—248. 
Sarah Neville 85-80-89—254. 
Heather Brecden 90-84-86—260. 
Tavy Shepherd     92-96-80—268. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Friday, Oct. 19, Williamsburg: 
William and Mary d. JMU 15-9. 
9-15.15-6.15-2. 
Saturday, Oct. 20, Williamsburg: 
JMU d. UNC-Wilmington 15-5, 
15-7,12-15. 8-15.15-9. 




Starling today, by attending any 
aerobics class, you may sign up 
lo win prizes at a drawing 
Wednesday to celebrate Timcx, 
Reebok, Uvex  Fitness Week. 
The drawing will be held 
immediately following the 5:45 
aerobics class in Godwin gym. 
You must be present to win. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: 
There is a graduate assistaniship 
position available in the 
recreational activities for 
facilities management and 
personnel supervision starting 
Spring semester. Limited hours 
are available. Apply in Godwin 
213. 
Positions are available for 
fitness center supervision in 
Logan Hall starling next 
semester. Limited hours arc 
available. Apply in Godwin 213. 
The rec. office also is currently 
seeking qualified applicants for 
the position of intramural 
supervisor. If you enjoy 
challenge, responsibility, 
people, sports and recreation, 
this job may be for you. 
Applications will be accepted 
through Nov. 7 in the rec. office. 
CO-REC FLAG FOOTBALL 
Sign-up for the 16-team 
tournament starting at noon on 
Oct. 31. Only the first 16 teams 
to sign up will play. Teams must 
attend a mandatory meeting the 
same day in Godwin 338 at 5:30. 
For more information, call the 
rec. office at x6669. The rec. 
office also needs officials for the 
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CALVIN & HOBBES/fl/// Walter son 




THE fAR SVE/Gary Larson 
■55 
TIC< SM MINNIH& 
6H\ EYSHTWHG, 
AMD rfe DECVDED 
TO TKtt TWEWl 
yceo R*UT". 
"You're In luck! This place just came on the market 
a tow days ago.... The previous owners all had 
their heeds chopped off." 
I S1WP FKM IK Wf BEUtF 
GFMSI^'I ASUS? 
TO CblWflNUSE W WHCIPIS/ 
I  DOHT HEEP TO COMPROMISE 
W PRWCIWES.  BECAUSE THEN 
DQKT HNJE THE SUGMTfST BEARIHG 
OU WHAT HAPPENS TO ME NCMM. 
# 
V 
-j it. Henry.' I« firad of 
yetfu^aHhese bats'...They-re 
your lfcd» "Too, y'Voow' 
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRWAtA/Mike Peters 
•  ■ > 
.OFF THE MARK/Mark Pansi 




UBRARV (I DR. 6RAY  ISOLATES AN UNSTABLE GDMKXWD. 
CAMPUS UFE/Oira DeGir/tf 
Wi/\too rum fcfe BUJOT. I'M SUSA^ 
/feaey's l3co»^vriE,AMC>-mis »<. 
-Tim . Annie.£**>-RiaSry.THeyRE. 
Ague's oasHPs. 
VllMfli Ml iootoB>t>Q*£i (mc 
VfoAT N«A* (X& loot \M»€ 
NC66? CbVOOL£»«'V>*'RMi«T 
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ROOM - $iea*no. includes evwythtog. Ctaaar 
ITBM Z-lol(^ Jon, x6S97 or 432-0361. 
Towiwiou** !!■**»-Uasabsjtartny V1/91. 
ending Ml/91. $150rbo., ap« utiittes 4 
ways. 433-1137, bav* a i 
The Common* - luxurious room. Furmalwd 
with double bid. tiwjuwwe, large deck, 
transportation. ¥«0.4324120. 
Sanwrtw. S10 S. Main a. 2 minutes from 
campus. Cal Ervta, 434-3477. 
Debs* Condo - 3 BR complete*/ 1 uniish*d. 
Cathedral caino with ratntoct windows 
balcony, Iiraplaca. pod SBKt or $500* mo. 
with option to buy. (703)978-S018 
people. $150/mo.S. High St. 564-1627. 
Avrttabb   Spring   Seasaotar   - 
Universty Court townhouses.  SIM.  Pat 
434-2164. 
BosebUt^-Buying, ssfkntlradng. 11 
card shop in Vatty. "Virginte Cards A 
CtHkKtbles-located «Rrx%* Mai 10 nsbs 
south of Hanisonburj *n Rt. 11. Opan 
Thursday thru Sunday. Phono 234 9B00. 
434 5040. 
Sparking Water A Fa* Ortabws - 
Carbonated beverage apptanca. 18c a Bar. 
Phone 4345370 or 564-17*1 
Avasabta ham $1001 Can lor immerjate Wo. 
(504)649-5745 ext.S-411. 
University Pteot - 3 A 4 BR condos. Futy 
lurnished inducing W/D. PossM* ban 
assumptions with tow paymaat Cal Mb* 
Patrick or Wfcerta Atkins today tor mom 
details. Kline Raaty. 434-9822. 
10*U  II fa   MLikWhwMadV  Ml UtatOt  '—' ■ ■w* nsnoai ngnniTM ■»•* — *wui rwamai, 
rainsuit. extras. Musi set. Schwm La Tour 18 
speed $100. RaWgh Cirri 10 speed $100. 
Smith Corona typewriter $25. DP body tone 
rowing machine, excelent condition $100. 
Cal Dan or Dawa at 434-3763. 
Drum Machine - Ah* HR-16B. High 
sample rate/16 Bf. $350. Pal, 434-2184. 
HELPVWVNTED 
Overseas Jobs - $900 - 2.000/mo. Summer, 
year round. Al countries, al fields. Free Mo. 
Write IX, P.O. Box 52-VA04. Corona Del 
Mar, CA 92829. 
Programmer Analyst - Energetic individual. 
able to work as team member to design, 
code, debug, tost & document computer 
systems/programs. Wil cooler with users ol 
computer systems to define needs. 
Assignments wil include lul range of systems 
A applications development He cycle. Will 
train a bright, sell-starter win a 4-yr. degree In 
information systems, strong oral A written 
communication skills A training in structured 
COBOL programming language. Progressive, 
growth-oriented company. Excellent benefits. 
Great opportunity for the right candidate. 
Send resume to Human Resources. Rocco, 
Inc.. P.O. Box 549, Harrisonburg, Va. 22801. 
Make Money Watching TV! Exciting new 
method. Amazing 24-hour recorded message 
reveals details. Cal (512)585-4808 ext. 101. 
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble 
products at home. Call lor info. (504)641 -8003 
att 411. 
Fm SpriB<-£?l'Jrlp* ~-To ttjdan',.or 
BfcidMl ofgantzjfaons promoting our spring 
break packages Good pay A f un. Cal CMN. 
(800)423-5284. 
aa'i:i« 
Typing done in my home. Cal 432-1975. 
Typtag/Word rViCllataj, - Deborah Tolh. 
828-4084 S minute* awihol Ibirieonawo, 
Ster Emarpriaes- Typing serve* Resumes. 
brmpapari.lartinidai.tiaaai Askfar Linda. 
TarrMe Typbt - Fast A accurate servo. 
Near JMU. 4344332 
Processing   -   By 
». Cal La. 249-5767 
- 01 student papers, 
raports.etc. Judy Shaw, 828-2748 
By  IABC/JMU  -   Cal  Brian. 
4324029,7-9 am. Monday -Friday. 
V-^Ol3.1 
Guy Needed - To sham apt Own room, 
ktchen. be*. 1 blacks bun campus. 
tlTSbte. ♦ uMetec, Cal Greg, 4334743 m 
M.I 
- To ahara Forest Hfc 
to campus. $150-175/mo. • 
For into cal (703) 743-7*38 
PERSONAL? 
AXA - Yow AT coaches think you < 
best! 
RACISM 
In the Death Penalty? 
10/22/90, Monday, 7 pm, WCC 
NAACP, BONO, Togettwr Al, 
Women of Color Htspatic Club 
Hoy J.W. - You're awe samel Love, your EN 
big sis. 
Heather (MFC) - rm sorry about the 
contusion, we al have our bad days 
(weekends, weeks), hope you understand. 
Thanks tor the card, it realty did help, rm 
Hooking torward lo a new week. LOVE 
IMGPOTT. 
Happy 21st Birthday MM Ftoral - SE 
Allman Bros. Live 
At U-HaH in Charlottesville 
Nov. 3. 
Tickets available at 
Town & Campus 
Kristb K. - Watch lor a 
your way. Citizen. 
conwig 
Looking For The Next Miss America! 
Ladies between ages 17-26 interested in 
competing in Ihe 1991 Miss Shenandoah 
Valley Scholarship Pageant, lormerty Miss 
Va. Poulry Festival, tor scholarships A a 
chance lo compete at Ihe 1991 Mrss Virginia 
Pageant, call 433-6256 or 434-4332 lor more 
Mo. Entry deadline is Jan. 5,1991 
■ m  
1Mb O-     rve b»ad 
•maturity.- Cute bklhdayl 
seeing you reach 
h The DM* Penalty? Mon., Oct. 
22,7 rjm, WCC Highlands. 
Coiwe To The Psychology Club 
Tomorrow. Moody 205,630 pm. 
H.O.OSJ-. Prieewb - Sue Capers torn V*. 
Coakhon on Housing. Man., Oct. 22. 7 pm. 
Mmwiatten Room, WCC. Job our 
laser wnwig campaign agabtl 
homstassnate. Sponsored by Wesley 
FtumMwt 
AXA-You can write on us any day! We had 
a Mast OH Thursday. Love. BEE. 
to Foreign Languages - For 
Chinas*. Korean, bpamn. Arabic. Russian 
or East European language A area speciaists 
rt the Foreign Broadcast Wormalion Service. 
P.O. Box 2604. Washington, O.C. 20013. tab 
session Tuas, Oct. 23. 6pm, Harrison Annex 
Room B-205. 
Free Khtens - • week* old ( haalhy. Cal 
Ervta. 4343477 
Kerry, Ctetaata* * Kan 
Have brr! Love, 1JC. 
Key Appfctfk*. Das***- h 
Than.. Oct. 25. Get your torn* in> 
. Schutte ( Jecout Farwar - Youl 
be great in Line Sisters. Congratulations! 
Love.ZTA. 
FREE 
SPRING BREAK TRIP! 
Earn admission! 
Campus Vacations seeks 
enthusiastic, responsible student 
to market Spring Break vacations 
to Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas & 
RorkJa(7-10hrs7wk.) 
CaNBD Gazes at: 
Campus Vacations 
(800)786-7377 
Kristy, Catharine A Jennl - Congrats on 
your gl LI Sat Bids! Love, EK. 
Merk, Mark, Randal, Deryl - Just wanted lo 
say you guys are great! We love you. Cathy, 
Anna. Bath. 
L.B.- Happy birthday. You're Amazing. Love, 
Congrstebtione Jeeete* 
We're so proud of you! love, ZTA 
87JJ - Thank you tor Wednesday right. 
We're impressed Love. TRAC 
Steve Tidtar - You're an awesome Little 
Brother 4 AXA AM! 
Denote 0. - Congratulations on your KX 
LKb Stater BUAXa 
Scholarship*, Activities, Honors, Career 
Aswjtonc*. A more - Golden Key application 
~ l Oct. 25. 
Tonight! HM presents Tnterfaitfi Dating'. 5 
pm.AJaghany Room. Don't miss II 
OMCROH DELTA KAPPA 
ISSUUIIM LajaoarsiMp nonoraiy 
is accepting applications from 
outstanding Juniors and Seniors 
Pick one up in Alumna*) 106 
return by Friday Oct. 26 
Racism b Tb) Death Penalty? Mon. Oct. 
22.7pm,WCCr*ghtands. 
Karate Laeaan* - Monday 1 Wednesday, 7 
930 pm. Godwin Hal Wresting Room. JMU 
Martial Arts Club. Opan b al ranks t styles 
Instructor 4th degree Mack bet. Only a few 
openings left Cal 4348624 or stop by 
Alcohol Study Subjects Wanted I your 
mother drank any atonal whs* pregnant cal 
433-7163 evenings, mehjiaV Yow 
parbcpation eta% irnportant! 
Careers   b   Foreign   Languages   -   For 
Chinese. Korean, Japanese. Arabic, Russian 
or East European language & area speciaists 
at It* Foreign Broadcast Information Service. 
PA Bat 2804. Washington. O.C. 20013. tab 
session Tues., Oct 23, 8 pm. Harrison Anne« 
Room B-205. 
Tired W The SerneOMPumpkb? Look lot 
something new this Hatoween - Pumpkin 
Fuzass. 
BrootaRohde-Got ready for a semester of 
fan 8 a lestims of tove wfh your Big Stater. 
Love, Staa 
AXA   -   Congrats   on   1st   place   in 
Anchorsptash. Love, AT Coaches 
DolDely! 
Heed Home For 2 
Calx39e0 or 564-0900 
HE - Super party! Thanks. IK. 
Water, for the date ol the 1st meeting 
o4 the penoVig 
Animal Rights Coalition 
in uprarning issues of 77» Bnaza. 
Th» only arimd rights group on 
campus. 
rtewJ A Ms tor? Find one in Human Services. 
Com* b the Lunch-Bag Seminar on Wed.. 
Oct. 24 in Maury 203 at noon 
••Mod Thenks Te ALA - For the use of 
your party room. The Sisters ol A0) 
Students For International Experience - 
Next meeting wil be Tues., Oct 30.530pm. 
Koezaf 303. See you there. 
MMA His A Speaker - From Uniled Service 
Auto Association on opportunttos in 
insurance A other industries. 10/24. 6 pm, 
VateyRoom.  
Cindy A Haathw - Thanks br being our 
coaches A getting wet with us. You guys are 
the best. KAP 
/•* 
l Marketing AasocbBtaai Meeting - 
10/24. 6 pm, Vtaby Room of Union. Com* 
hear our speak*. 
Aliptlin - Our ctwaten we pnority. W* haw* 
graduate degrees. Fbntaly MOM. Legal 
ConhdwntaL Cal Carol » Peter 
(703)884-2179. 
No Joke Presents 
The Yams from 
Outerspace 
at the Back Room 
Thurs., Oct. 25 
DoROaByl 
Mai Tttem Today - Golden Key applications 
deadkne this Thurs.. Oct. 25. 
Students For International Experience - 
Next masting wil be Tues., Oct. 30. 530 pm. 
Keeiel 303. See you there. 
Welcome Beck Students - Shenandoah 
River Outfitters, Luray, Va win give students 
25% rJscount with reservations. Cal 
743-4159. 
Free Car Wash! By IABC/JMU. Gain's, Oct 
20.10am-2pm. 
AET Congratulates - All their Sisters who 
















FREE MUNCHICS EVERY THURSDAY 5-7 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 434-2367 
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Sink your teet 
Fresh Provol 
rger Pizza with 
, Fresh Diced 
A ONE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA, 
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$6.00 
Good For Delivery or Take-Out Only 
A THREE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA, 
PLUS 2 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$7.00 
Good For Delivery or Take-Out Only 
AH-You-Can-Eat Pizza 
Pasta, and Salad Buffet 
Available Daily 
11AM-2PM - $3.99 
5:30PM-8:30PM - $4.29 
Delivery Available 
11AM-1AM       Sunday-Thursday 
11AM-2AM      Friday-Saturday 
433-0606 
The Best Pizza In Town...Honest! 
Located In Cloverleaf 
Shopping Center 
A ONE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA, 
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$8.00 
Good For Delivery or Take-Out Only 
A THREE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA, 
PLUS 4 FREE DRINKS 
ONLY 
$9.00 
Good For Delivery or Take-Out Only 
